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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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This topic describes the website protect ion features supported by Web Application Firewall (WAF).

Module Feature Description
Enabling
method

Reference

WebWeb
Securit ySecurit y

RegExRegEx
Prot ect ionProt ect ion
EngineEngine

The feature protects your websites
against common web attacks based
on built-in rule groups. The common
web attacks include SQL injection, XSS,
webshell upload, command injection,
backdoor isolation, invalid file
requests, path traversing, and
common application attacks.

The feature
is enabled
by default
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure the
protection rules
engine feature

Best practices for
the protection
rules engine

Prot ect ionProt ect ion
RuleRule
GroupGroup

The feature allows you to combine
protection rules to create a custom
rule group and apply the group to
specific websites as needed.

Not e Not e You can create a
custom rule group for only RegExRegEx
Prot ect ion EngineProt ect ion Engine.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Customize
protection rule
groups

Best practices for
using custom
rule groups to
provide
enhanced
protection

Big Dat aBig Dat a
DeepDeep
LearningLearning
EngineEngine

The feature is based on the deep
neural network system of Alibaba
Cloud. It  classifies all web attack data
and normal business data in the cloud
and then creates a data model. This
way, potential attacks can be blocked
in real t ime.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure the
deep learning
engine feature

Websit eWebsit e
T amper-T amper-
proof ingproof ing

The feature helps you lock specific
web pages, such as those that contain
sensit ive information. When a locked
web page is requested, the page
cached in WAF is returned. This
prevents the tampering of the web
pages.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure
website tamper-
proofing

Dat aDat a
LeakageLeakage
Prevent ionPrevent ion

The feature filters content, such as
abnormal pages and keywords,
returned from the servers to websites
and masks sensit ive information, such
as identity card numbers, bank card
numbers, phone numbers, and
sensitive words. WAF then returns
masked information or default error
pages to visitors.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure data
leakage
prevention

1.Overview1.Overview
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Posit ivePosit ive
Securit ySecurit y
ModelModel

The feature uses Alibaba Cloud
machine learning algorithms to
automatically analyze the normal
network traffic of a website. It  then
generates security protection policies
tailored for the website based on the
collected data.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure the
positive security
model

BotBot
ManagemeManageme
ntnt

AllowedAllowed
CrawlersCrawlers

The feature maintains a whitelist  for
authorized search engines, such as
Google, Bing, Baidu, Sogou and
Yandex. The crawlers of these search
engines are allowed to access
specified domain names.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure the
allowed crawlers
function

Bot  T hreatBot  T hreat
Int elligencInt elligenc
ee

The feature provides information
about suspicious IP addresses of
dialers, on-premises data centers, and
malicious scanners based on the
powerful computing capabilit ies of
Alibaba Cloud. This feature also
maintains a dynamic IP library of
malicious crawlers and prevents
crawlers from accessing your websites
or specific directories.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Set a bot threat
intelligence rule

Dat a RiskDat a Risk
Cont rolCont rol

The feature protects crucial website
services, such as registrations, logons,
campaigns, and forums, against fraud.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure data
risk control

AppApp
Prot ect ionProt ect ion

The feature provides secure
connections and anti-bot protection
for native applications. This feature
also identifies proxies, emulators, and
requests with invalid signatures.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure
application
protection

HT T PHT T P
FloodFlood
Prot ect ionProt ect ion

This feature helps you defend against
HTTP flood attacks and provides
protection policies in different modes.

The feature
is enabled
by default
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure HTTP
flood protection

Best practices for
preventing HTTP
flood attacks

Module Feature Description
Enabling
method

Reference
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AccessAccess
Cont rol/TCont rol/T
hrot t linghrot t ling

IP BlacklistIP Blacklist

The feature blocks access requests
from specified IP addresses, CIDR
blocks, and IP addresses in specified
regions.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
blacklist

ScanScan
Prot ect ionProt ect ion

The feature automatically blocks
access requests that have specific
characteristics. For example, if the
source IP address of requests init iates
multiple web attacks or targeted
directory traversal attacks in a short
period of t ime, WAF automatically
blocks the requests. Source IP
addresses are also blocked if they are
from common scan tools or the
Alibaba Cloud malicious IP library.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure scan
protection

Cust omCust om
Prot ect ionProt ect ion
PolicyPolicy

The feature allows you to customize
ACL rules and configure rate limiting
based on precise match conditions.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Create a custom
protection policy

Prot ect ionProt ect ion
LabLab

AccountAccount
Securit ySecurit y

The feature allows you to monitor
user authentication-related interfaces,
such as the endpoints used for
registration and logon, and to detect
events that may pose a threat to user
credentials. These threats include
credential stuffing, brute-force
attacks, spam registration, weak
password sniffing, and SMS flood
attacks.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure
account security

Account security
best practices

Websit eWebsit e
Whit elist inWhit elist in
gg

After you configure a rule, requests
that match the rule bypass all
protection features and are directly
forwarded to origin servers.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
website whitelist

Whit elist inWhit elist in
g Rules ing Rules in
WebWeb
Int rusionInt rusion
Prevent ionPrevent ion

After you configure a rule, requests
that match the rule bypass specified
protection features, such as RegEx
Protection Engine and Big Data Deep
Learning Engine.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
whitelist  for web
intrusion
prevention

Module Feature Description
Enabling
method

Reference
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Whit elist sWhit elist s

Whit elist inWhit elist in
g Rules ing Rules in
Dat aDat a
Securit ySecurit y

After you configure a rule, requests
that match the rule bypass specified
protection features, such as website
tamper-proofing, data leak
prevention, and account security.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
whitelist  for Data
Security

Whit elist inWhit elist in
g Rules ing Rules in
BotBot
ManagemeManageme
ntnt

After you configure a rule, requests
that match the rule bypass specified
protection features, such as bot threat
intelligence, data risk control,
intelligent algorithm, and application
protection.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
whitelist  for Bot
Management

Whit elist inWhit elist in
g Rules ing Rules in
AccessAccess
Cont rol/TCont rol/T
hrot t linghrot t ling

After you configure a rule, requests
that match the rule bypass specified
protection features, such as HTTP
flood protection, blacklist, scan
protection, and custom protection
policy.

You need
to enable it
after you
add a
domain
name.

Configure a
whitelist  for
Access
Control/Throttlin
g

Module Feature Description
Enabling
method

Reference
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The protect ion rules engine feature uses built-in rules and automatically protects websites against
common web attacks, such as SQL inject ions, XSS attacks, webshell uploads, command inject ions,
backdoor isolat ions, invalid file requests, path traversals, and vulnerability exploits.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

ContextContext
By default , the protect ion rules engine feature is enabled. After you add a website to Web Application
Firewall (WAF), the feature protects the website.

The Alibaba Cloud security team accumulates a large number of basic protect ion rules to defend
against  web attacks. WAF uses these rules to protect  your websites against  common web attacks. You
can specify a group of protect ion rules that are used by the protect ion rules engine feature based on
your business requirements. WAF provides the following built-in protect ion rule groups based on the
protect ion effects:

Medium rule groupMedium rule group: By default , this rule group is selected.

Loose rule groupLoose rule group: If  you want to reduce the risk of blocking normal requests, we recommend that
you select  this rule group.

St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group: If  you want WAF to block attacks in a strict  way, we recommend that you select
this rule group.

You can also create custom protect ion rule groups. For more information, see Customize protect ion rule
groups.

Intelligent rule hostingIntelligent rule hosting
By default , Int elligent  Rule Host ingInt elligent  Rule Host ing is enabled. The intelligent rule host ing feature helps reduce the
risk of blocking normal requests by the protect ion rules engine feature.

The feature automatically learns the pattern of historical traffic of your website by using intelligent
algorithms and automatically identifies the protect ion rules that are not suitable for specific services or
interfaces based on Alibaba Cloud threat intelligence. These protect ion rules may block normal
requests or cause false posit ives for specific services or interfaces. Then, the feature adds the identified
protect ion rules to the whitelist  for web intrusion prevention. This helps reduce the risk of blocking
normal requests or causing false posit ives and ensure protect ion performance. For more information
about the whitelist  for web intrusion prevention, see Configure the whitelist  for web intrusion prevention.
After the risk of blocking normal requests or causing false posit ives is eliminated, the protect ion rules
engine feature automatically deletes the rules that are automatically added to the whitelist .

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2.Web security2.Web security
2.1. Configure the protection rules2.1. Configure the protection rules
engine featureengine feature
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab, f ind the Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine sect ion. The following table
describes the parameters.

Parameter Description

St at usSt at us

The switch that is used to enable or disable the protection rules engine
feature. By default, the protection rules engine feature is enabled. The
feature helps protect the websites that are added to WAF against common
web attacks.

To view the attacks blocked by the protection rules engine feature, navigate
to Securit y ReportSecurit y Report  and choose Web Securit yWeb Securit y >   >  Web Int rusionWeb Int rusion
Prevent ionPrevent ion. If a normal request is blocked by a rule, find the rule and click
Ignore False Posit ivesIgnore False Posit ives  in the Actions column. For more information, see
View security reports on the Web Security tab.

ModeMode

The action that you want to perform on requests when WAF detects attacks.
Valid values:

BlockBlock: blocks requests.

WarnWarn: triggers alerts but does not block requests.

Websit e Prot ect ion Set t ings··Web s
ecurit y
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Int elligent  RuleInt elligent  Rule
Host ingHost ing

The switch that is used to enable or disable Intelligent Rule Hosting. By
default, the intelligent rule hosting feature is enabled. The feature
dynamically manages the whitelist  for web intrusion prevention to reduce
the risk of blocking normal requests.

To view the number of rules that are automatically added to the whitelist,
view A t ot al of  xxx rules are opt imiz edA t ot al of  xxx rules are opt imiz ed in the Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine
section. To view the rules, click ClickClick to go to the Web Int rusionWeb Int rusion
Prevent ion - Whit elist ingPrevent ion - Whit elist ing page and set the rule source to Int elligentInt elligent
Rule Host ingRule Host ing. You can modify or delete the rules that are automatically
added to the whitelist.

After the risk is eliminated, the rules that are automatically added to the
whitelist  are deleted,

Not iceNot ice

If you modify a rule that is automatically added to the whitelist,
the rule is automatically deleted after the risk is eliminated.

The rules that you manually add to the whitelist  are not
automatically deleted after the risk is eliminated.

Prot ect ion RuleProt ect ion Rule
GroupGroup

The protection rule group that you want to use. WAF allows you to create
custom rule groups and provides the following built-in rule groups:

Medium rule groupMedium rule group: detects common web application attacks in a
standard way. By default, this rule group is used.

St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group: detects web application attacks, such as path
traversals, SQL injections, and command injections, in a strict  way.

Loose rule groupLoose rule group: detects common web application attacks in a loose
way. If a high false posit ive rate exists when you apply the medium rule
group or a large amount of uncontrollable user input, such as rich text
editors and technical forums, is involved in your business, we recommend
that you select the loose rule group.

You can click Set t ingsSet t ings  to go to the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page. On this
page, you can create custom rule groups. Then, select rules based on your
business requirements. For more information, see Customize protection rule
groups.

Parameter Description
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Decoding Set t ingsDecoding Set t ings

The data formats that you want the protection rules engine feature to
decode and analyze.

By default, the protection rules engine feature decodes and analyzes the
request data in all formats. This ensures protection performance. If the
protection rules engine feature blocks normal requests that contain data in
specific formats, you can clear the formats to reduce the false posit ive rate.

You can select the format that you want to decode or clear the format that
you do not want to decode in the Decode Set t ingsDecode Set t ings  drop-down list.

Not ice Not ice You cannot clear the following formats: URL DecodingURL Decoding,
JavaScript  Unicode DecodingJavaScript  Unicode Decoding, Hex DecodingHex Decoding, CommentComment
ProcessingProcessing, and Space CompressionSpace Compression.

Parameter Description

Query protection rulesQuery protection rules
You can use the following methods to query the latest  protect ion rules that are added for the
protect ion rules engine feature and query all protect ion rules that are included in the protect ion rules
engine feature:

Query the latest  protect ion rules

Log on to the . Go to the OverviewOverview page, find the Vulnerabilit iesVulnerabilit ies sect ion, and then click items in
the sect ion to view the latest  protect ion rules.

The Vulnerabilit iesVulnerabilit ies sect ion displays the updated protect ion rules that are provided by WAF to help
you handle the latest  security vulnerabilit ies disclosed on the Internet.

You can click a rule to open the Det ails of  Emergency Vulnerabilit yDet ails of  Emergency Vulnerabilit y panel. The panel displays the
domain names that are affected by the vulnerability, the details of the vulnerability, and the
information about protect ion rules.

Query all protect ion rules

Log on to the . In the left-side navigation pane, choose Syst em ManagementSyst em Management  >  > Prot ect ion RuleProt ect ion Rule
GroupGroup and view all protect ion rules that are included in the protect ion rules engine feature.

i. On the Web Applicat ion Prot ect ionWeb Applicat ion Prot ect ion tab, f ind St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group and click the number in the
Built -in Rule NumberBuilt -in Rule Number column.

The strict  rule group is a built-in rule group. The group contains all protect ion rules of the
protect ion rules engine feature and cannot be modified.

Websit e Prot ect ion Set t ings··Web s
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Not e Not e The number of protect ion rules of the protect ion rules engine feature
dynamically changes. The number of protect ion rules that are displayed in the WAF console
may be different from the number shown in the following figure.

ii. In the Built -in Rule NumberBuilt -in Rule Number panel, query the protect ion rules that you want to view.

You can configure Risk LevelRisk Level, Prot ect ion T ypeProt ect ion T ype, and Applicat ion T ypeApplicat ion T ype to filter protect ion
rules. You can also use Rule IDRule ID or CVEIDCVEID to query a protect ion rule. You can obtain a rule ID on
the OverviewOverview or Securit y ReportSecurit y Report  page.

The rule list  displays the following information: Risk Level/Rule nameRisk Level/Rule name, Rule IDRule ID, Updat ed OnUpdat ed On,
Applicat ion T ypeApplicat ion T ype, CVE IDCVE ID, Prot ect ion T ypeProt ect ion T ype, and Descript ionDescript ion.

You can click a CVE ID to view the details about the vulnerability.

Related informationRelated information
Best  pract ices for the protect ion rules engine

Customize protect ion rule groups

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the deep learning engine
feature for your website. The deep learning engine is developed based on the deep neural network
system of Alibaba Cloud. The feature performs classificat ion training on all web attack data and normal
business data in the cloud. This way, potential attacks can be blocked in real t ime.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

2.2. Configure the deep learning2.2. Configure the deep learning
engine featureengine feature
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A WAF instance is purchased. The instance must reside in the Chinese mainlandChinese mainland and run the
BusinessBusiness edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Background informationBackground information
Web attack methods keep evolving as the Internet develops. Tradit ional single-method protect ion no
longer meets the security requirements of complex Internet services. Collaborative protect ion that uses
mult iple detect ion engines is more effect ive.

Based on massive operations data of Alibaba Cloud, the deep learning engine trains models for normal
web applications and identifies abnormalit ies in these models. The engine also refines attack models
from various web application attacks. The deep learning engine uses these models to detect  zero-day
vulnerabilit ies. When WAF is used to prevent web attacks, protected traffic is forwarded to the
protect ion rules engine. Then, the traffic is forwarded to the deep learning engine. The two engines
complement each other.

ScenariosScenarios
The deep learning engine scans for web requests that have weak attack characterist ics rather than
HTTP flood attacks. If  you have more precise requirements on web attack protect ion, we recommend
that you enable the deep learning engine.

The protect ion rules engine uses strong regular expression rules. The engine provides optimal
protect ion against  requests that have strong attack characterist ics. The protect ion rules engine may
fail to detect  risks from requests that have weak attack characterist ics, such as cross-site script ing (XSS)
attacks. The engine may also fail to detect  these attacks even in strict  mode. In this case, you can
enable the deep learning engine to identify and block requests that have weak attack characterist ics
and cannot be detected based on strict  rules of the protect ion rules engine.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab, f ind the Deep Learning EngineDeep Learning Engine sect ion, and configure following
parameters.
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Parameter Description

St at usSt at us

The switch that is used to enable or disable the deep learning engine.

Not e Not e After the deep learning engine is enabled, all requests that
are destined for your website are checked by the engine. You can
configure the whitelist  in the Web Intrusion Prevention section. Then, the
requests that match the rules specified in the whitelist  can bypass the
check. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for web intrusion
prevention.

ModeMode

The action that you want to perform on requests when WAF detects attack
requests. Valid values:

BlockBlock: blocks requests.

WarnWarn: triggers alerts but does not block requests.

At t ack Probabilit yAt t ack Probabilit y

The threshold value of the probability that a request is identified as an
attack when the deep learning engine is used. The value is an integer within
the range of 50 to 100.

If  t he paramet er value is large, t he st andard f or det ermining t hat  aIf  t he paramet er value is large, t he st andard f or det ermining t hat  a
request  is an at t ack is st rict , and t he deep learning engine blocksrequest  is an at t ack is st rict , and t he deep learning engine blocks
real at t acks in a more accurat e manner. T he engine may not  blockreal at t acks in a more accurat e manner. T he engine may not  block
ot her risks.ot her risks.

If  t he paramet er value is small, t he st andard f or det ermining t hat  aIf  t he paramet er value is small, t he st andard f or det ermining t hat  a
request  is an at t ack is not  st rict , and t he deep learning enginerequest  is an at t ack is not  st rict , and t he deep learning engine
blocks more suspicious request s. However, t he engine may alsoblocks more suspicious request s. However, t he engine may also
block normal request s.block normal request s.

What's nextWhat's next
After you enable the deep learning engine, you can view the records of matched rules of the deep
learning engine. To view the records, click Securit y ReportSecurit y Report  and choose Web Securit yWeb Securit y >  > WebWeb
Int rusion Prevent ionInt rusion Prevent ion. For more information, see View Security Reports.

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the website tamper-
proofing feature for the website. The feature helps you lock web pages that require protect ion, such
as web pages that contain sensit ive information. When a locked web page is requested, the page that
is cached in WAF is returned. This way, malicious modificat ion of web pages is prevented.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

2.3. Configure website tamper-2.3. Configure website tamper-
proofingproofing
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ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab and find the Websit e T amper-proof ingWebsit e T amper-proof ing sect ion. Then, turn on
St at usSt at us and click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Not ice Not ice After the website tamper-proofing feature is enabled, all requests that are
destined for your website are checked by the feature. You can configure a data security rule.
This way, the requests that meet the specified condit ions in the rule can bypass the check. For
more information, see Configure a whitelist  for Data Security.

6. Create a website tamper-proofing rule.

i. On the Websit e T amper-proof ingWebsit e T amper-proof ing page, click Add RuleAdd Rule.

ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the Service NameService Name and URLURL parameters for the web
page that you want to protect.

Service NameService Name: Specify the name of the service that is provided on the web page.

URLURL: Specify the exact  path of the web page. The path must start  with  http://  or  htt
ps:// . Wildcard characters or parameters are not supported. For example, you cannot
specify  /*  or  /abc? xxx= . The feature protects text  data, HTML pages, and images in
the specified path.

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.

By default , the rule is disabled after a website tamper-proofing rule is created. You can view the
website tamper-proofing rule that you created in the rule list . The Prot ect ion St at usProt ect ion St at us switch of
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the rule is turned off.

7. Enable the rule. Find the rule that you want to enable in the rule list  and turn on Prot ect ionProt ect ion
St at usSt at us.

If  you request  the specified web page after you enable the rule, the page that is cached in WAF is
returned.

8. (Optional)Update cached data. Find the rule that is enabled in the rule list  and click Ref resh CacheRef resh Cache
in the Prot ect ion St at usProt ect ion St at us column.

Not ice Not ice If  a protected web page is updated, click Ref resh CacheRef resh Cache to update the data
that is cached in WAF. If  you do not update the cached data when the protected page is
updated, WAF returns the most recent page that is stored in the cache.

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the data leakage
prevention feature for the website. The feature filters content such as abnormal pages and keywords
returned from servers, and masks sensit ive information such as ID card numbers, phone numbers, bank
card numbers, and sensit ive words. WAF then returns the masked information or default  response
pages.

Not ice Not ice The data leakage prevention feature can process only data that is in the formats
that are used in the Chinese mainland. The data includes ID card numbers, phone numbers, and bank
card numbers.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance meets the following requirements:

If  the instance resides in the Chinese mainlandChinese mainland, the instance must run the ProPro edit ion or higher.

2.4. Configure data leakage2.4. Configure data leakage
preventionprevention
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If  the instance resides out side t he Chinese mainlandout side t he Chinese mainland, the instance must run the BusinessBusiness
edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Background informationBackground information
WAF supports the data leakage prevention feature to comply with the following regulations required
by the Cybersecurity Law of the People's Republic of China: Network operators shall adopt
technological and other necessary measures to ensure the security of the personal information they
collect, and prevent information leaks, damage or loss. In scenarios in which information leak, damage,
or loss occurs, the network operators must take remedial measures at  the earliest  opportunity, notify
users in a t imely manner, and report  the matter to the authority in compliance with the regulations. The
data leakage prevention feature masks sensit ive information such as phone numbers, ID card numbers,
and bank card numbers in website content and triggers alerts when sensit ive information is detected.
You can also use the feature to block responses that contain a specific HTTP status code.

Feat uresFeat ures

Information maintained by a website may be leaked in the following scenarios: unauthorized access to
a URL, such as unauthorized access to the backend management system, horizontal and vert ical
privilege escalat ion, and malicious crawlers that retrieve sensit ive information from web pages. To
prevent leaks of common sensit ive information, the data leakage prevention feature provides the
following capabilit ies:

Detects and identifies personal information on web pages, masks the information, and triggers alerts
to protect  website data. Personal information includes but is not limited to ID card numbers, phone
numbers, and bank card numbers.

Not ice Not ice The data leakage prevention feature can process only data that is in the formats
that are used in the Chinese mainland. The data includes ID card numbers, phone numbers, and
bank card numbers.

Masks sensit ive server information, including web applications used by the website, the operating
system, and the version of the server.

Maintains a library that contains banned and sensit ive keywords to detect  and mask banned or
sensit ive website content, and trigger alerts.

How t he dat a leakage prevent ion f eat ure worksHow t he dat a leakage prevent ion f eat ure works

The feature detects whether a web page contains sensit ive information, such as ID card numbers,
phone numbers, and bank card numbers, based on the specified protect ion rules. If  a rule is matched,
WAF triggers alerts or masks the information based on the specified rule. The feature masks sensit ive
information by using asterisks (*).

The feature allows you to set  Content-Type to  text/* ,  image/* , or  application/*  to protect
web applications, native applications, and APIs.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 
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4. 

5. Click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab and find the Ant i Sensit ive Inf ormat ion LeakageAnt i Sensit ive Inf ormat ion Leakage sect ion. Then, turn
on St at usSt at us and click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Not iceNot ice

Before you configure protect ion rules, enable the data leakage prevention feature.

After the data leakage prevention feature is enabled, the feature checks all requests
that are dest ined for your website. To allow the requests that match a whitelist  rule to
pass the check, you can configure the whitelist  rule for Data Security. For more
information, see Configure a whitelist  for Data Security.

6. Create a data leakage prevention rule.

i. On the Ant i Sensit ive Inf ormat ion LeakageAnt i Sensit ive Inf ormat ion Leakage page, click Add RuleAdd Rule.

ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name The name of the rule that you want to create.
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Mat chingMat ching
condit ionscondit ions

The types of information that you want to detect. Select a value from
the drop-down list. Valid values:

St at us CodeSt at us Code: 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 405-
499, and 505-599

Sensit ive Inf oSensit ive Inf o : ID CardID Card, Credit  CardCredit  Card, T elephone No.T elephone No., and Def aultDef ault
Sensit ive WordSensit ive Word

Not ice Not ice The data leakage prevention feature can process only
data that is in the formats that are used in the Chinese mainland. The
data includes ID card numbers, phone numbers, and bank card
numbers.

You can select multiple values for Status Code and Sensitive Info.

If you select andand, you can specify the URLURL that you want to check. This
way, WAF scans for sensit ive information only on the specified page.

Mat ching Act ionMat ching Act ion

The action that you want to perform on the sensit ive information that is
detected.

If you set the match condition to St at us CodeSt at us Code, the following actions
are supported:

WarnWarn: triggers alerts when sensit ive information is detected.

BlockBlock: blocks requests and returns the default page. This indicates
that the requested website is blocked.

If you set the match condition to Sensit ive Inf oSensit ive Inf o , the following actions
are supported:

WarnWarn: triggers alerts when sensit ive information is detected.

Sensit ive inf ormat ion f ilt eringSensit ive inf ormat ion f ilt ering: masks sensit ive information in
responses.

Parameter Description

Sample conf igurat ionsSample conf igurat ions
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Mask sensit ive information: Web pages may contain sensit ive information, such as phone
numbers and ID card numbers. You can create rules to mask sensit ive information or trigger
alerts when sensit ive information is detected. The following example shows how to create a
rule that masks phone numbers and ID card numbers.

Matching condit ions: ID Card and Telephone No.

Matching Action: Sensit ive information filtering

After this rule takes effect, all phone numbers and ID card numbers on the website are
masked.

Not ice Not ice Phone numbers that must be provided to the public for business affairs,
such as customer service and product hotlines, may also be masked by data leakage
prevention rules.

Block responses that contain specific HTTP status codes: You can create a rule to block or
generate alerts when specific HTTP status codes are detected to prevent leaks of sensit ive
server information. The following example shows how to create a rule that blocks the HTTP
404 status code.

Matching condit ions: 404

Matching Action: Block

After this rule takes effect, if  the requested page does not exist , the specified page that
indicates that the requested website is blocked is returned.

Mask specific sensit ive information on specific pages: You can create rules to mask sensit ive
information or generate alerts when specific sensit ive information, such as phone numbers or
ID card numbers, is detected on specific pages. The following example shows how to create
a rule that masks ID card numbers on the pages whose URLs contain  admin.php .

Matching condit ions: ID card numbers on pages whose URLs contain  admin.php 

Matching Action: Sensit ive information filtering

After this rule takes effect, the ID card numbers on the pages whose URLs contain admin.php
are masked.

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.
After you create a data leakage prevention rule, the rule automatically takes effect. You can
view new rules, and modify or delete rules in the rule list  based on your business requirements.

What's nextWhat's next
After you enable the data leakage prevention feature, you can view the log data of the filtered or
blocked requests that match data leakage prevention rules. To view the log data, go to the Securit ySecurit y
ReportReport  page, choose Web Securit yWeb Securit y > Dat a Leakage Prevent ionDat a Leakage Prevent ion, and view the relevant security
report. For more information, see View Security Reports.

2.5. Configure the positive security2.5. Configure the positive security
modelmodel
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the posit ive security model
for your website. The posit ive security model uses the machine learning algorithms developed by
Alibaba Cloud to automatically learn the normal traffic of a website. The posit ive security model then
generates custom protect ion rules for the website based on the learning results.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance runs the Ent erpriseEnt erprise edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Background informationBackground information
Tradit ional protect ion methods protect  websites from attacks based on detect ion rules. The posit ive
security model uses unsupervised learning to automatically learn the traffic of a website. Then, the
posit ive security model uses the model built  by machine learning algorithms to generate a standard
security score and grade different requests. Based on the request  scores, the posit ive security model
defines the baseline traffic of the website and generates custom protect ion rules for the website. The
posit ive security model collaborates with other protect ion modules of WAF to defend against  attacks
at different network layers.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab, f ind the Posit ive Securit y ModelPosit ive Securit y Model sect ion and configure the following
parameters.
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Parameter Description

St at usSt at us The switch that is used to enable or disable the posit ive security model.

ModeMode

The action that you want to perform on requests when WAF detects attacks.
Valid values:

WarnWarn: triggers alerts but does not block requests.

BlockBlock: blocks requests.

Not e Not e By default, the posit ive security model is set to the Warn
mode. In this mode, WAF reports the requests that match the protection
rules but do not block the requests. Before you set the mode to Block,
we recommend that you study the data in security reports and make
sure that the protection rules do not cause false posit ives.

If  this is the first  t ime that you enable the posit ive security model for a website, WAF uses the
model built  by machine learning algorithms to automatically learn the historical traffic of the
website. Then, WAF generates custom protect ion rules based on the learning results to protect  the
website. The t ime that is required to init ially learn traffic varies based on the total amount of
traffic. In most cases, WAF init ially learns the traffic of a website and generates protect ion rules
within about one hour. After WAF completes the learning process, WAF sends you a notificat ion by
using internal messages, text  messages, or emails.

Not ice Not ice If  you disable the posit ive security model, the traffic learning results that are
generated become invalid. If  you enable the posit ive security model again, the posit ive security
model needs to learn the traffic of your website again. If  you upgrade your WAF instance, the
learning results of the posit ive security model are not affected. If  the traffic pattern of your
website that is added to WAF changes, the learning results can no longer be used. We
recommend that you configure the posit ive security model to learn the traffic of your website
again. The traffic pattern change includes the change of the service type of your website.
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The bot management module of Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides the scenario-specific
configuration feature to protect  your business from malicious crawlers. You can configure custom anti-
crawler rules based on your business requirements.

Background informationBackground information
Malicious crawlers come in various types. Crawling methods keep changing to bypass anti-crawler rules
that are configured by website administrators. Therefore, f ixed rules cannot block all malicious crawlers.
The methods that are used to block malicious crawlers vary based on your business requirements.
Security experts are also required to deliver optimal protect ion.

If  you need strong protect ion against  malicious crawlers or have no security experts to configure anti-
crawler rules, we recommend that you use the scenario-specific configuration feature that is provided
by WAF. WAF provides IP address libraries of malicious crawlers and updates the IP address libraries of
various public clouds and data centers in real t ime based on network-wide threat intelligence of
Alibaba Cloud. This way, normal crawler requests are allowed and malicious crawler requests from the
addresses in the IP address libraries are blocked.

Risks and characteristics of malicious crawlersRisks and characteristics of malicious crawlers
Normal crawler requests contain the  xxspider  keyword in the User-Agent field and have the
following characterist ics: low request  rate, scattered URLs, and wide t ime range. To obtain the source
IP address that init iates a crawler request, run a reverse  nslookup  or  tracert  command on the
crawler request. For example, if  you run the reverse nslookup command with the IP address of the Baidu
crawler, you can obtain the source IP address of the crawler.

Malicious crawlers may send a large number of requests to a specific URL or port  of a domain name
during a specific period of t ime. For example, HTTP flood attacks are disguised as crawlers or as
requests from third part ies to crawl sensit ive information. A large number of malicious requests can
cause increased CPU utilizat ion, website access failures, and service interruptions.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance that runs Pro Edit ion or higher is purchased, and the bot management module is
enabled.

ReferencesReferences
Configure anti-crawler rules for websites

Configure anti-crawler rules for apps

Examples of using the scenario-specific configuration feature

3.Bot management3.Bot management
3.1. Scenario-specific configuration3.1. Scenario-specific configuration
3.1.1. Overview of scenario-specific configuration3.1.1. Overview of scenario-specific configuration
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The bot management module of provides the scenario-specific configuration feature. This feature
allows you to configure anti-crawler rules based on your business requirements and helps protect  your
business from malicious crawlers. This topic describes how to configure anti-crawler rules for websites.

Background informationBackground information
The scenario-specific configuration feature allows you to configure anti-crawler rules based on your
business requirements. You can use this feature together with intelligent algorithms to identify crawler
traffic in a more precise manner. The feature can also automatically handle the crawler traffic that
matches the configured anti-crawler rules. After you configure anti-crawler rules, you can verify the
rules in a test  environment. This prevents adverse effects on your websites or apps caused by
inappropriate rule configurations or compatibility issues. The adverse effects include false posit ives and
undesired protect ion results.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Subscript ion WAF instance: If  your WAF instance runs the Pro, Business, or Enterprise edit ion, the BotBot
ManagementManagement  module is enabled. For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. If  you have not created an anti-crawler rule, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the Scenario-Scenario-
specif ic Conf igurat ionspecif ic Conf igurat ion sect ion, click St artSt art  to create an anti-crawler rule. If  you have created an
anti-crawler rule, click AddAdd in the upper-right corner of the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab to create an
anti-crawler rule.

Not e Not e You can create up to 50 ant i-crawler rulesant i-crawler rules for a domain name.

6. In the Conf igure ScenariosConf igure Scenarios step, configure the basic information about the website that you
want to protect  and click NextNext .

Parameter Description

ScenarioScenario
Specify the type of service scenarios in which you want to protect
the domain name. Examples: logon, registration, and order
placement.

Service T ypeService T ype

Select Websit esWebsit es . This way, WAF protects web pages and HTML5
pages. HTML5 apps are also protected.

If the domain name of the website that you want to protect is
accessed from a different domain name, you must select UseUse
Int ermediat e Domain NameInt ermediat e Domain Name. Then, select the intermediate
domain name from the drop-down list.

3.1.2. Configure anti-crawler rules for websites3.1.2. Configure anti-crawler rules for websites
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T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics

Add match conditions to identify traffic destined for the domain
name of the website that you want to protect. To add a condition,
you must specify the matching field, logical operator, and matching
content. The matching field is a header field of HTTP requests. For
more information about the matching fields, see Fields in match
conditions. You can add up to five match conditions.

Not ice Not ice After you enter an IP address, you must press
Enter.

Parameter Description

7. In the Conf igure Prot ect ion RulesConf igure Prot ect ion Rules step, configure detailed sett ings for the anti-crawler rule and
click NextNext .

Parameter Description

Script -based Bot  BlockScript -based Bot  Block

If you turn on this switch, WAF performs JavaScript validation on
clients. The traffic from non-browser tools that cannot run
JavaScript code is blocked. This way, simple script-based attacks
are blocked.

Dynamic T oken ChallengeDynamic T oken Challenge

By default, the switch is turned off. If you turn on this switch, WAF
performs signature verification on each request. Requests that fail
signature verification are blocked. Signat ure Verif icat ionSignat ure Verif icat ion
Except ionExcept ion is selected by default and cannot be deselected.
Requests that do not contain signatures or requests that contain
invalid signatures are detected. You can also select Signat ureSignat ure
T imest amp Except ionT imest amp Except ion and WebDriver At t ackWebDriver At t ack.

Int elligent  Prot ect ionInt elligent  Prot ect ion

If you turn on this switch, the intelligent protection engine analyzes
access traffic and performs machine learning. Then, a blacklist  or a
protection rule is generated based on the analysis results and
learned patterns. You can set the Protection Mode parameter to
Monit orMonit or or Slider CAPT CHASlider CAPT CHA. If you set the Protection Mode
parameter to Monitor, the anti-crawler rule allows the traffic that
matches the rule and records the traffic in security reports. If you
set the Protection Mode parameter to Slider CAPTCHA, clients are
required to pass slider CAPTCHA verification before they can access
the protected domain name.

Bot  T hreat  Int elligence FeedBot  T hreat  Int elligence Feed

If you turn on this switch, the threat intelligence library of Alibaba
Cloud is used to identify the IP addresses that are frequently used
to crawl content from Alibaba Cloud users. The clients that use
these IP addresses are required to pass slider CAPTCHA verification
before they can access the protected domain name.
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Dat a Cent er BlacklistDat a Cent er Blacklist

If you turn on this switch, you must select libraries from the drop-
down list. This way, WAF blocks access requests from IP addresses
in the libraries to the protected domain name. The libraries contain
known malicious IP addresses from the data centers of Alibaba
Cloud and other mainstream cloud providers.

IP Address T hrot t lingIP Address T hrot t ling

If you turn on this switch, you can configure throttling conditions to
filter out the requests that are frequently init iated for crawling. This
way, HTTP flood attacks are mitigated.

You can configure throttling conditions for IP addresses. If the
number of requests from the same IP address within the specified
time period exceeds the threshold, WAF performs the specified
action on subsequent requests. You can also configure the period
during which the specified action is performed. The action can be
Monitor, block, or Captcha. You can configure up to three throttling
conditions. For more information, see Create a custom protection
policy.

Cust om Session-basedCust om Session-based
T hrot t lingT hrot t ling

If you turn on this switch, you can configure custom throttling
conditions to filter out the requests that are frequently init iated for
crawling. This way, HTTP flood attacks are mitigated.

You can configure throttling conditions for sessions. If the number
of requests from the same session within the specified time period
exceeds the threshold, WAF performs the specified action on
subsequent requests. You can also configure the period during
which the action is performed. The action can be Monitor, block, or
Captcha. For more information, see Create a custom protection
policy.

Parameter Description

8. (Optional)In the Verif y Act ionsVerif y Act ions step, test  the effect iveness of the anti-crawler rule.

This step is optional. To skip this step, you can click SkipSkip in the lower-left  corner. If  this is your first
t ime to configure an anti-crawler rule, we recommend that you complete this step before you
publish the anti-crawler rule. This helps prevent the false posit ives that are caused by
inappropriate configurations or compatibility issues.

Test  steps:
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i. St ep 1: Ent er a public IP address.St ep 1: Ent er a public IP address.: Enter the public IP address of your test  device, such as a
computer or mobile phone. The test  of the anti-crawler rule takes effect  only for the public IP
address. The test  does not affect  your business.

Not ice Not ice Do not enter the IP address that you obtain by running the ipconf igipconf ig
command. This command returns an internal IP address. If  you want to obtain the public IP
address of your test  device, you can click Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool. On the page
that appears, search for Local IP. The value of Local IP is the public IP address of your test
device. You can also use a browser to search for the IP address of your test  device.

ii. St ep 2: Select  an act ion.St ep 2: Select  an act ion.: Test  the effect iveness of a protect ion act ion that you specify in
the anti-crawler rule. WAF generates a test  rule only for the specified IP address. The act ion
can be JavaScript  Validat ionJavaScript  Validat ion, Dynamic T oken-based Aut hent icat ionDynamic T oken-based Aut hent icat ion, Slider CAPT CHASlider CAPT CHA
Verif icat ionVerif icat ion, or Block Verif icat ionBlock Verif icat ion.

After you click St art  T estSt art  T est  for an act ion, WAF immediately delivers the test  rule to the test
device. In the dialog box that appears, WAF provides the test  procedure, expected result , and
demonstrat ion. We recommend that you carefully read them.

After the test  is complete, you can click I Have Complet ed T estI Have Complet ed T est  to go to the next  step. If
the test  result  shows exceptions, you can click Go BackGo Back to optimize the anti-crawler rule.
Then, perform the test  again.

For more information about the exceptions that may occur during a test  and the solut ions to
these exceptions, see FAQ.

9. In the Preview and Publish Prot ect ion RulesPreview and Publish Prot ect ion Rules step, confirm the content of the anti-crawler rule
and click PublishPublish.

After the anti-crawler rule is published, the rule immediately takes effect.

Not e Not e If  this is your first  t ime to create an anti-crawler rule, you cannot view the rule ID
until the rule is published. The rule ID is displayed on the Bot Management tab of the Securit ySecurit y
ReportReport  page. You can use the ID of an anti-crawler rule to check for requests that match the
rule in Log Service for WAF.

FAQFAQ

Error Cause Solution

No valid test requests are
detected. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

The test request fails to be sent
or is not sent to WAF.

Make sure that the test request is
sent to the IP address that maps
the CNAME provided by WAF.

The header fields in the test
request do not match the header
fields that you specify for
T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics  in the
anti-crawler rule.

Modify the settings of Traffic
Characteristics in the anti-crawler
rule.

The source IP address of the test
request is different from the
public IP address that you specify
in the anti-crawler rule.

Use the correct public IP address.
We recommend that you click
Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool
to obtain your public IP address.
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The test requests failed the
verification. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

No real user access is simulated.
For example, the debugging
mode or automation tools are
used.

Simulate real user access during
the test.

An incorrect service type is
selected. For example, Websit esWebsit es
is selected when you configure
an anti-crawler rule for apps.

Change the value of the Service
Type parameter.

An intermediate domain name is
used, but an incorrect
intermediate domain name is
selected in the anti-crawler rule.

Select Use Int ermediat eUse Int ermediat e
Domain NameDomain Name. Then, select the
correct intermediate domain
name from the drop-down list.

Compatibility issues occur in the
frontend.

Contact customer service in the
DingTalk group or submit a .

No verification is triggered. See
WAF documentation or contact
us to analyze the possible
causes.

No test rules are generated.
Perform the test several t imes
until the test rule is generated.

No valid test requests are
detected or blocked. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

The test request fails to be sent
or is not sent to WAF.

Make sure that the test request is
sent to the IP address that maps
the CNAME provided by WAF.

The header fields in the test
request do not match the header
fields that you configure for
T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics  in the
anti-crawler rule.

Modify the settings of Traffic
Characteristics in the anti-crawler
rule.

The source IP address of the test
request is different from the
public IP address that you specify
in the anti-crawler rule.

Use the correct public IP address.
We recommend that you click
Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool
to obtain your public IP address.

Error Cause Solution

What's nextWhat's next
Go to the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab of the Security report  page and view the protect ion results and the
details of the requests that match the anti-crawler rule. Then, optimize the anti-crawler rule based on
the protect ion results.

The bot management module of Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides the scenario-specific
configuration feature. You can use this feature to configure custom anti-crawler rules based on your
business requirements and protect  your business from malicious crawlers. This topic describes how to
configure anti-crawler rules for apps.

Background informationBackground information

3.1.3. Configure anti-crawler rules for apps3.1.3. Configure anti-crawler rules for apps
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The scenario-specific configuration feature allows you to configure anti-crawler rules based on your
business requirements. You can use this feature together with intelligent algorithms to identify crawler
traffic in a more precise manner. The feature can also automatically handle the crawler traffic that
matches the configured anti-crawler rules. After you configure anti-crawler rules, you can verify the
rules in a test  environment. This prevents adverse effects on your websites or apps caused by
inappropriate rule configurations or compatibility issues. The adverse effects include false posit ives and
undesired protect ion results.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Subscript ion WAF instance: If  your WAF instance runs the Pro, Business, or Enterprise edit ion, the BotBot
ManagementManagement  module is enabled. For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Anti-Bot SDK is integrated into the apps that you want to protect. For more information, see
Integrate Anti-Bot SDK into apps.

Configure anti-crawler rules for appsConfigure anti-crawler rules for apps
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. If  you have not created an anti-crawler rule, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the Scenario-Scenario-
specif ic Conf igurat ionspecif ic Conf igurat ion sect ion, click St artSt art  to create an anti-crawler rule. If  you have created an
anti-crawler rule, click AddAdd in the upper-right corner of the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab to create an
anti-crawler rule.

Not e Not e You can create up to 50 ant i-crawler rulesant i-crawler rules for a domain name.

6. In the Conf igure ScenariosConf igure Scenarios step, configure the basic information about the scenario in which you
want to protect  apps and click NextNext .

Parameter Description

ScenarioScenario
Specify the type of scenario in which you want to protect the apps.
Examples: logon, registration, and order placement.

Service T ypeService T ype

Select AppsApps  to protect native iOS and Android apps.

Not e Not e HTML5 apps are not native iOS or Android apps. If
you want to protect HTML5 apps, set the Service T ypeService T ype
parameter to Websit esWebsit es .
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T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics

Add match conditions to identify traffic destined for the apps that
you want to protect. To add a match condition, you must specify
the matching field, logical operator, and matching content. The
matching field is a header field of HTTP requests. For more
information about the fields in match conditions, see Fields in
match conditions. You can specify up to five match conditions.

Not ice Not ice If you enter an IP address, you must press Enter.

Parameter Description

7. In the Conf igure Prot ect ion RulesConf igure Prot ect ion Rules step, configure the anti-crawler rule and click NextNext .

Parameter Description

Check Invalid App Signat ureCheck Invalid App Signat ure

You can use this feature to detect and control requests that have
invalid signatures or do not have signatures. You cannot disable this
feature. You can configure Act ionAct ion to handle the requests that have
invalid signatures or do not have signatures. If you set the Action
parameter to Monitor, WAF allows these requests and records them
in security reports and logs. If you set the Action parameter to
Block, WAF blocks these requests.

Check Abnormal DeviceCheck Abnormal Device
BehaviorBehavior

After you enable this feature, WAF detects and controls the
requests from the devices that have abnormal characteristics.

The following characteristics of a device are considered abnormal
characteristics:

Use Simulat orsUse Simulat ors : A simulator is used.

Use ProxiesUse Proxies : A proxy is used.

Use Root ed DeviceUse Root ed Device: A rooted device is used.

Debugging ModeDebugging Mode: The debugging mode is enabled.

HookingHooking:  Hooking  techniques are used.

Mult iboxingMult iboxing: Multiple protected app processes run on the
device at the same time.

You can set the Action parameter to Monit orMonit or or BlockBlock based on
your business requirements. .

Act ionAct ion
You can set this parameter to Monit orMonit or or BlockBlock. This setting takes
effect for Check Invalid App Signat ureCheck Invalid App Signat ure and Check AbnormalCheck Abnormal
Device BehaviorsDevice Behaviors .
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IP Address T hrot t lingIP Address T hrot t ling

After you enable this feature, you can configure throttling
conditions to filter abnormal requests. This way, HTTP flood
attacks can be mitigated.

You can specify throttling conditions for IP addresses. If the number
of requests from an IP address within the specified time period
exceeds the threshold, WAF performs the monitor or block action
on subsequent requests. You can also specify the period during
which the monitor or block action is performed. You can specify up
to three conditions. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Device T hrot t lingDevice T hrot t ling

After you enable this feature, you can configure throttling
conditions to filter abnormal requests. This way, HTTP flood
attacks can be mitigated.

You can specify throttling conditions for devices. If the number of
requests from the same device within the specified time period
exceeds the threshold, WAF performs the monitor or block action
on subsequent requests. You can also specify the period during
which the monitor or block action is performed. You can specify up
to three conditions.

Cust om Session-basedCust om Session-based
T hrot t lingT hrot t ling

After you enable this feature, you can configure custom throttling
conditions to filter abnormal requests. This way, HTTP flood
attacks can be mitigated.

You can specify throttling conditions for sessions. If the number of
requests from the same session within the specified time period
exceeds the threshold, WAF performs the monitor or block action
on subsequent requests. You can also specify the period during
which the monitor or block action is performed. You can specify up
to three conditions. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Parameter Description

8. (Optional)In the Verif y Act ionsVerif y Act ions step, check whether the anti-crawler rule is in effect.

This step is optional. To skip this step, you can click SkipSkip in the lower-left  corner. Before you
publish the rule, we recommend that you complete this step.

Descript ion:

St ep 1: Ent er a public IP address.St ep 1: Ent er a public IP address.: Enter the public IP address of your test  device such as a
mobile phone. During the test, the anti-crawler rule takes effect  only for the public IP address.
Therefore, the test  does not affect  your business.

Not ice Not ice If  you want to obtain the public IP address of your test  device, you can click
Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool. On the page that appears, search for Local IP. The value of
Local IP is the public IP address of your test  device. You can also use a browser to search for
the IP address of your test  device.

St ep 2: Verif y t he SDK signat ure.St ep 2: Verif y t he SDK signat ure.: Click St art  T estSt art  T est  to verify that the SDK signature of the
app is valid.
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Not e Not e Make sure that Anti-Bot SDK is integrated into the test  device. If  the Anti-Bot
SDK is not integrated into the device, the signature verificat ion fails, normal requests are
blocked, and the test  cannot be completed.

St ep 3: Select  an act ion.St ep 3: Select  an act ion.: Check whether the Block act ion is in effect. After you click St artSt art
T estT est , WAF immediately delivers the anti-crawler rule to the test  device. In the dialog box that
appears, WAF provides the test  procedure, expected result , and demonstrat ion. We recommend
that you carefully read them.

After the test  is complete, you can click I Have Complet ed T estI Have Complet ed T est  to go to the next  step. If  the
test  result  shows exceptions, you can click Go BackGo Back to optimize the anti-crawler rule. Then,
perform the test  again.

For more information about the exceptions that may occur during a test  and about the solut ions
to handle these exceptions, see FAQ.

9. In the Preview and Publish Prot ect ion RulesPreview and Publish Prot ect ion Rules step, confirm the content of the anti-crawler rule
and click PublishPublish.

After the anti-crawler rule is published, the rule immediately takes effect.

Not e Not e If  this is your first  t ime to create an anti-crawler rule, you cannot view the rule ID
until the rule is published. The rule ID is displayed on the Bot Management tab of the Securit ySecurit y
ReportReport  page. You can use the ID of an anti-crawler rule to check for requests that match the
rule in Log Service for WAF.

FAQFAQ

Error Cause Solution

No valid test requests are
detected. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

The test request fails to be sent
or is not sent to WAF.

Make sure that the test request is
sent to the IP address that maps
the CNAME provided by WAF.

The header fields in the test
request do not match the header
fields that you configure for
T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics  in the
anti-crawler rule.

Modify the settings of Traffic
Characteristics in the anti-crawler
rule.

The source IP address of the test
request is different from the
public IP address that you specify
in the anti-crawler rule.

Use the correct public IP address.
We recommend that you click
Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool
to obtain your public IP address.

The test requests failed the
verification. See WAF

No real user access is simulated.
For example, the debugging
mode or automation tools are
used.

Simulate real user access during
the test.

An invalid service type is selected.
For example, you select
Websit esWebsit es  for protection.

Change the value of the Service
Type parameter.
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verification. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

An intermediate domain name is
used, but an incorrect
intermediate domain name is
selected in the anti-crawler rule.

Select Use an Int ermediat eUse an Int ermediat e
Domain NameDomain Name, and then select
the intermediate domain name
from the drop-down list.

Compatibility issues occur in the
frontend.

Contact customer service in the
DingTalk group or submit a .

No verification is triggered. See
WAF documentation or contact
us to analyze the possible
causes.

No test rules are generated.
Perform the test several t imes
until a test rule is generated.

No valid test requests are
detected or blocked. See WAF
documentation or contact us to
analyze the possible causes.

The test request fails to be sent
or is not sent to WAF.

Make sure that the test request is
sent to the IP address that maps
the CNAME provided by WAF.

The header fields in the test
request do not match the header
fields that you configure for
T raf f ic Charact erist icsT raf f ic Charact erist ics  in the
anti-crawler rule.

Modify the settings of Traffic
Characteristics in the anti-crawler
rule.

The source IP address of the test
request is different from the
public IP address that you specify
in the anti-crawler rule.

Use the correct public IP address.
We recommend that you click
Alibaba Network Diagnose Tool
to obtain your public IP address.

The test request is blocked. See
WAF documentation or contact
us to analyze the possible
causes.

Some code may have logic issues
when Anti-Bot SDK is integrated.
As a result, requests contain
invalid signatures. For example,
the content of a signature does
not match the actual request, or
the request does not have a
signature.

Check whether a signature issue
occurs and fix the issue at the
earliest opportunity. For more
information, see App protection.

Proxies are used, or you do not
use a real device.

Use a real device to perform the
test.

Error Cause Solution

This topic provides examples on how to use the scenario-specific configuration feature.

Example 1: Configure an anti-crawler rule for the logon page of theExample 1: Configure an anti-crawler rule for the logon page of the
Alibaba Cloud official websiteAlibaba Cloud official website

3.1.4. Examples of using the scenario-specific3.1.4. Examples of using the scenario-specific
configuration featureconfiguration feature
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After you click the Sign In button on the Alibaba Cloud official website, a logon request  is sent, which
uses the following header fields.

The following figure shows the Scenario-specific Configuration page.

You can configure an anti-crawler rule for the logon page based on the following descript ion:

If you click the  button on the Alibaba Cloud official website, a logon request  is sent. In this

example, you must configure an anti-crawler rule to protect  the logon page. Therefore, set  the
Scenario parameter to LogonLogon.

Set the Service Type parameter to Websit esWebsit es because the logon request  is sent by a browser.

The Sign In button is on the account.alibabacloud.com page. However, the logon request  is sent to
the passport.alibabacloud.com page. In this case, an intermediate domain name is used. Therefore,
select  Use Int ermediat e Domain NameUse Int ermediat e Domain Name and the account .alibaba.comaccount .alibaba.com domain name from the
drop-down list . The anti-crawler rule is actually configured for the passport.alibabacloud.com
domain name.

The logon request  includes /newlogin/login.do in the URL field and uses the POST method. You must
add the required condit ions for the Traffic Characterist ics parameter.

Example 2: Configure an anti-crawler rule for the solution page ofExample 2: Configure an anti-crawler rule for the solution page of
the Alibaba Cloud official websitethe Alibaba Cloud official website
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The following figure shows the solut ion page at  alibabacloud.com/solutions.

The following figure shows the Scenario-specific Configuration page.

You can configure an anti-crawler rule for the solut ion page based on the following descript ion:

In this example, you must configure an anti-crawler rule to protect  the subpages of
alibabacloud.com/solutions. Therefore, set  the Scenario parameter to solut ionssolut ions.

Set  the Service Type parameter to Websit esWebsit es because the solut ion page is visited by using a browser.

If  you want to visit  a subpage of alibabacloud.com/solutions, a request  whose URL is in the  /soluti
ons/xxx  format is sent. Therefore, you must add the following condit ions for the Traffic
Characterist ics parameter:  URLPath Includes /solutions/  and  Http-Method Equals GET . You
do not need to select  Use Int ermediat e Domain NameUse Int ermediat e Domain Name because no intermediate domain names are
used. You can add more condit ions by using other header fields, such as User-Agent, Params, and
Referer.

3.2. Configure the allowed crawlers3.2. Configure the allowed crawlers
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The allowed crawlers function maintains a whitelist  of authorized search engines, such as Google, Bing,
Baidu, Sogou and Yandex. The crawlers of these search engines are allowed to access all pages on
domain names.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Rules defined in the function allow requests from specific crawlers to the target domain name based
on the Alibaba Cloud crawler library. The Alibaba Cloud crawler library is updated in real t ime based on
the analysis of network traffic that flows through Alibaba Cloud, and captures the characterist ics of
requests that are init iated from crawlers. The crawler library is updated dynamically and contains
crawler IP addresses of mainstream search engines, including Google, Baidu, Sogou, Bing, and Yandex.

After you enable the allowed crawlers function, requests init iated from the crawler IP addresses of the
authorized search engines are directly sent to the target domain names. The bot management module
no longer detects these requests.

Not e Not e To filter some requests from the crawler IP addresses, use the AccessAccess
Cont rol/T hrot t lingCont rol/T hrot t ling module. For more information, see Create a custom protect ion policy.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab, f ind the Allowed CrawlersAllowed Crawlers sect ion. Then, turn on St at usSt at us and
click Set t ingsSet t ings.

6. In the Allowed CrawlersAllowed Crawlers list , f ind the target rule by Int elligence NameInt elligence Name, and turn on St at usSt at us.

3.2. Configure the allowed crawlers3.2. Configure the allowed crawlers
functionfunction
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The default  rules only allow crawler requests from the following search engines: Google, Bing,
Baidu, Sogou and Yandex. You can enable the Legit  Crawling Bot sLegit  Crawling Bot s rule to allow requests from all
search engine crawlers.

Bot threat intelligence provides information about suspicious IP addresses used by dialers, on-premises
data centers, and malicious scanners. This function also maintains an IP address library of malicious
crawlers and prevents crawlers from accessing all pages under your domain name or specific directories.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Bot threat intelligence rules can block requests from crawlers that are recorded in the Alibaba Cloud
crawler library. The Alibaba Cloud crawler library is updated in real t ime based on the analysis of
network traffic that flows through Alibaba Cloud. It  can effect ively detect  IP addresses of malicious
crawlers and provide the characterist ics of requests that are init iated from the crawlers.

Not e Not e The Alibaba Cloud crawler library covers public clouds and on-premises data centers.

You can set  a bot threat intelligence rule that chooses different act ions to manage different requests
based on the type of the threat intelligence library. For example, you can set  a rule that blocks certain
requests, or requires JavaScript  verificat ion or CAPTCHA verificat ion to verify certain requests. You can
also use a bot threat intelligence rule to protect  important endpoints against  certain threats. This helps
you minimize the negative impacts on the services.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab, f ind the Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence sect ion. Then, turn on St at usSt at us
and click Set t ingsSet t ings.

3.3. Set a bot threat intelligence rule3.3. Set a bot threat intelligence rule
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Not e Not e After the bot threat Intelligence function is enabled, all requests dest ined for your
website are checked by the function. You can configure a Bot Management rule so that the
requests that match the rule bypass the check. For more information, see Configure a whitelist
for Bot Management.

6. In the Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence rule list , f ind the threat intelligence library you want to use by
Int elligence NameInt elligence Name, and turn on St at usSt at us.

The following table lists the bot threat intelligence libraries that WAF supports.

Intelligence library Description

Malicious ScannerMalicious Scanner
Fingerprint  BlacklistFingerprint  Blacklist

This library contains characteristics of common scanners.

Malicious Scanner IPMalicious Scanner IP
BlacklistBlacklist

This library contains malicious IP addresses that are dynamically updated
based on the source IP addresses of scan attacks detected on Alibaba Cloud.

Credent ial St uf f ingCredent ial St uf f ing
IP BlacklistIP Blacklist

This library contains malicious IP addresses that are dynamically updated
based on the source IP addresses of credential stuffing and brute-force
attacks detected on Alibaba Cloud.

Fake CrawlerFake Crawler
BlacklistBlacklist

This library identifies crawlers that use the User-Agent of authorized search
engines, such as BaiduSpider, to disguise as authorized programs.

Not ice Not ice Before you enable this library, make sure that you have
configured a whitelist  of crawlers. Otherwise, false posit ives may occur.
For more information, see Configure the allowed crawlers function.
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Malicious CrawlerMalicious Crawler
BlacklistBlacklist

This library contains malicious IP addresses that are dynamically updated
based on the source IP addresses of crawlers detected on Alibaba Cloud.
This library is categorized into three severity levels: low, medium, and high. A
higher severity indicates more IP addresses in the library and a higher false
positive rate.

Not e Not e We recommend that you set up two-factor authentication,
such as CAPTCHA and JavaScript verification, for the high-severity library.

In scenarios where two-factor authentication cannot be implemented,
we recommend that you set threat intelligence rules based on the low-
severity library.

IDC IP ListIDC IP List

This library contains IP addresses of public clouds and on-premises data
centers, including Alibaba Cloud, Tencent Cloud, Meituan Open Services, and
21Vianet. Attackers typically use CIDR blocks of public clouds or on-premises
data centers to deploy crawlers or as proxies to access sites. Regular users
rarely access sites in this way.

Intelligence library Description

After you enable the default  rule, requests init iated from IP addresses in the threat intelligence
library to any directory of the protected domain name trigger the Monit orMonit or act ion. This act ion
allows the requests to the dest ination directories and records the events.

If  you need to modify the default  rule, such as the protected URL or act ion, see the following step
on how to customize a threat intelligence rule.

7. (Optional)Customize a threat intelligence rule.

i. Find the target rule and click EditEdit  in the Act ions column.

ii. In the Edit  Int elligenceEdit  Int elligence dialog box that appears, set  the following parameters.

Parameter Description
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Prot ect ed Pat hProt ect ed Pat h

The URLURL that you want to protect, such as /abc, /login/abc, or forward
slash (/) that indicates all directories. You also need to select a value for
Mat chingMat ching. Valid values:

Precise Mat chPrecise Mat ch: The destination URL must be an exact match of the
protected URL.

Pref ix Mat chPref ix Mat ch: The prefix of the destination URL matches the
protected URL.

Regex Mat chRegex Mat ch:The destination URL matches the specified regular
expression.

You can click Add Prot ect ed URLAdd Prot ect ed URL to add more URLs. You can add up to
10 URLs.

Act ionAct ion

The action to be performed after the match conditions of the rule are
met. Valid values:

Monit orMonit or: allows the request to the destination directory and records
the event.

BlockBlock: blocks the request.

JavaScript  Validat ionJavaScript  Validat ion: requires JavaScript verification. Requests are
forwarded to the destination directory only after they pass the
verification.

Capt chaCapt cha: requires CAPTCHA verification on the client side. Requests
are forwarded to the destination directory only after they pass the
verification.

Not e Not e CAPTCHA only supports synchronous requests. To
verify asynchronous requests, such as Ajax requests, contact the
Alibaba Cloud security team. If you cannot determine whether the
protected URL supports CAPTCHA, we recommend that you create
a custom protection policy, such as an ACL rule, to run a test. For
more information, see Create a custom protection policy.

St rict  Capt chaSt rict  Capt cha: requires CAPTCHA verification on the client side.
Requests are forwarded to the destination directory only after they
pass the verification. CAPTCHA verification has a stricter standard to
verify visitor identit ies.

Parameter Description

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable data risk control for the
added website. Data risk control is used to protect  crucial website services against  attacks. These
services include registrat ions, logons, campaigns, and forums. You can customize data risk control rules
based on your business requirements.

Background informationBackground information

3.4. Configure data risk control3.4. Configure data risk control
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The data risk control feature is based on Alibaba Cloud big data. This feature uses industry engines for
risk decision-making and is integrated with human-machine identificat ion technologies to protect
crucial services against  attacks in various scenarios. To use data risk control, you need only to add your
website to WAF. You do not need to configure servers or clients.

Data risk control is suitable for a wide range of scenarios. These scenarios include spam user
registrat ion, SMS flood attacks, dict ionary attacks, brute-force attacks, auto-purchase bots, promotion
abuse, snatcher bots, vote manipulation, and spam.

CompatibilityCompatibility
Data risk control is suitable only for web pages or HTML5 environments. In some cases, the JavaScript
plug-in that is inserted into web pages may be incompatible with the web pages. This results in errors in
slider CAPTCHA verificat ion. The following web pages may encounter compatibility issues:

Stat ic web pages that you can visit  by using their URLs and web pages to which you can be
redirected by modifying  location.href , or by using the  window.open  method or the anchor tag
 <a> . The stat ic web pages include HTML details pages, shared pages, website homepages, and

documents.

Web pages where you rewrite and commit code and web pages where you submit  custom requests,
such as when you submit  forms, rewrite XMLHttpRequest  (XHR), and send custom Ajax requests.

Web pages whose code makes use of webhooks.

After you enable data risk control, we recommend that you select  the warn mode and use data risk
control together with the Log Service for WAF feature. This allows you to run a compatibility test. For
more information, see Overview of the Log Service for WAF feature.

To protect  native apps, we recommend that you use the Anti-Bot SDK. For more information, see
Configure application protection.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance meets the following requirements:

The instance is deployed in the Chinese mainlandChinese mainland.

Bot  ManagementBot  Management  is enabled.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Not ice Not ice WAF provides the scenario-specific configuration feature. You can configure anti-
crawler rules based on your business requirements to precisely protect  your business from malicious
crawlers. If  you want to protect  your website against  malicious crawlers, we recommend that you
use the scenario-specific configuration feature. For more information, see Overview of scenario-
specific configuration. After you configure the anti-crawler rules, you no longer need to configure
data risk control rules. This is because the two types of rules can both prevent malicious crawlers.
Alibaba Cloud no longer provides updates or maintenance for the data risk control feature.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 
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4. 

5. Click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab, f ind the Dat a Risk Cont rolDat a Risk Cont rol sect ion, and then click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Parameter Description

St at usSt at us

The switch that you use to enable or disable data risk control. After you
enable data risk control for a website, WAF inserts a JavaScript plug-in into
specified or all web pages of the website. Reactive elements on the web
pages are returned to users as compressed files that are not in the GZIP
format. No further configurations are required, regardless of whether your
website uses non-standard ports.

Not eNot e

If you want to configure the Mode parameter and protection
rules, you must enable data risk control.

After data risk control is enabled, all requests that are destined
for your website are checked. You can configure a whitelist  for
the bot management module. This way, the requests that match
the rule bypass the check. For more information, see Configure a
whitelist  for Bot Management.

ModeMode

The mode for data risk control. Valid values:

St rict  Int ercept ionSt rict  Int ercept ion: If WAF detects that your website is under attack,
requests are required to pass strict  multi-factor authentication.

BlockBlock: If WAF detects that your website is under attack, requests are
required to pass multi-factor authentication.

WarnWarn: If WAF detects that your website is under attack, requests are
forwarded to your website. However, logs that are related to the requests
are generated. You can view the detailed information in risk reports.

Not e Not e By default, the Mode parameter is set to the Warn mode.
In this mode, data risk control does not block requests. However, WAF
inserts a JavaScript plug-in into static web pages to analyze client
behavior.

6. Add a data risk control rule.

i. On the Dat a Risk Cont rolDat a Risk Cont rol page, click the Prot ect ion RequestProt ect ion Request  tab and click Add Prot ect ionAdd Prot ect ion
RequestRequest .
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ii. In the Add Prot ect ion RequestAdd Prot ect ion Request  dialog box, enter the URL that you want to protect  in the
Prot ect ion Request  URLProt ect ion Request  URL field.

For more information, see Introduction to a protected URL.

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.

A newly added URL takes effect  in about 10 minutes. You can view the newly added URL in the URL
list . You can also modify or delete the URL based on your business requirements.

7. (Optional)Specify the web pages into which you want to insert  the JavaScript  plug-in.

Some code of web pages may be incompatible with the JavaScript  plug-in. In this case, we
recommend that you insert  the JavaScript  plug-in into only the pages that are compatible with the
plug-in.

Not e Not e If  the JavaScript  plug-in is inserted only into the pages that are compatible with
the plug-in, data risk control may fail to obtain all user behavior. This compromises the
effect iveness of data risk control.

i. On the Dat a Risk Cont rolDat a Risk Cont rol page, click the Insert  JavaScript  int o WebpageInsert  JavaScript  int o Webpage tab.

ii. Select  Insert  JavaScript  int o Specif ic WebpageInsert  JavaScript  int o Specif ic Webpage and click Add WebpageAdd Webpage.

Not e Not e You can add a maximum of 20 URL paths for the web pages.

iii. In the Add URLAdd URL dialog box, enter the URL paths of the web pages into which you want to
insert  the JavaScript  plug-in and click Conf irmConf irm. The URL paths must start  with a forward slash
(/).

After you add the URL paths, data risk control inserts the JavaScript  plug-in into all the web pages
in the URL paths.

After data risk control is enabled, you can use the Log Service for WAF feature to view the protect ion
results. For more information, see View protect ion results.
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Introduction to a protected URLIntroduction to a protected URL
A protected URL is the endpoint  that is used to perform service operations. A protected URL is different
from the URL of a web page. For example, you have a registrat ion page whose URL is
 www.aliyundoc.com/new_user . The endpoint  that you can use to obtain verificat ion codes is
 www.aliyundoc.com/getsmscode , whereas the endpoint  that you can use to register is
 www.aliyundoc.com/register.do .

In this example, you must add  www.aliyundoc.com/getsmscode  and
 www.aliyundoc.com/register.do  as protected URLs. This way, WAF can protect  the URLs from SMS

flood attacks and spam user registrat ion. If  you add  www.aliyundoc.com/new_user  as a protected
URL, common users are also required to pass slider CAPTCHA verificat ion. This impairs user experience.

When you configure a protected URL, take note of the following items:

Protected URLs support  exact  match and do not support  fuzzy match.

For example, if  you add  www.aliyundoc.com/test  as a protected URL, data risk control f ilters only
the requests that are sent to this URL. Data risk control does not filter the requests that are sent to
the subdirectories of this URL.

Data risk control protects traffic based on website directories.

If  you add  www.aliyundoc.com/book/*  as a protected URL, data risk control f ilters the requests
that are sent to the web pages in all the subdirectories of  www.aliyundoc.com/book . We
recommend that you do not configure data risk control to monitor the entire website. If  you add  ww
w.aliyundoc.com/*  as a protected URL, common users are required to pass slider CAPTCHA
verificat ion before they can visit  the website homepage. This impairs user experience.

Requests that are sent to a protected URL always trigger slider CAPTCHA verificat ion. Make sure that
common users cannot directly request  a protected URL. Common users are required to pass mult i-
factor authentication before they can visit  the protected URL.

Data risk control does not apply to websites that support  API operations. API calls are machine
actions and cannot pass the slider CAPTCHA verificat ion of data risk control. However, if  a common
user clicks a button on a page to call an API operation, data risk control st ill works.

View protection resultsView protection results
You can use the Log Service for WAF feature to view the protect ion results.
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After log collect ion is enabled for a domain name, you can search for the protect ion results by
select ing the Ant i-FraudAnt i-Fraud option in the Advanced SearchAdvanced Search sect ion on the Log QueryLog Query tab. For more
information, see Query and analyze logs.

ExamplesExamples
User Tom has a website whose domain name is  www.aliyundoc.com . Common users can register as
website members at   www.aliyundoc.com/register.html . Tom notices that attackers can use
malicious scripts to submit  registrat ion requests and create accounts. The accounts that are created by
attackers are used to part icipate in prize draws that are held by the website. The registrat ion requests
are highly similar to normal requests, and the request  rate is maintained at  a normal level. In this case,
the HTTP flood protect ion policy cannot identify this type of malicious request.

Conf igurat ion exampleConf igurat ion example

Tom adds the website to WAF and enables data risk control for the  www.aliyundoc.com  domain
name. The URL of the most crucial registrat ion service is  www.aliyundoc.com/register.html .
Therefore, Tom adds this URL as a protected URL.

Prot ect ion result sProt ect ion result s

After the configurations take effect, data risk control inserts a JavaScript  plug-in into all web pages of
the website. This allows Tom to monitor and analyze the behavior of each user who visits
 www.aliyundoc.com . The web pages into which a JavaScript  plug-in is inserted include the homepage

and subpages. Then, data risk control determines whether the behavior of each user is normal. Data risk
control also determines whether a source IP address is malicious based on the big data reputation
library of Alibaba Cloud.

When a user sends a registrat ion request  to  www.aliyundoc.com/register.html , WAF determines
whether the user is an attacker based on the user behavioral and environmental data that is generated
from the t ime the user visits the website to the t ime the user submits the registrat ion request. For
example, if  a user directly submits a registrat ion request  and does not perform other operations before
the request  is submitted, the request  is identified as suspicious.
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If  data risk control determines that a request  is from a normal user based on the past  behavior of the
user, the user can register accounts without verificat ion.

If  data risk control identifies a request  as suspicious, or the source IP address has a record that the
source IP address is used to send malicious requests, slider CAPTCHA verificat ion is triggered to verify
the identity of the user. Only a user that passes the verificat ion can register accounts.

If  slider CAPTCHA verificat ion captures suspicious user behavior, such as the use of scripts to simulate
real user behavior to pass slider CAPTCHA verificat ion, data risk control uses other verificat ion
methods to verify the user identity until the user passes verificat ion. Then, the user is identified as a
normal user. If  the user fails the verificat ion, data risk control blocks the request.

During this process, data risk control is enabled for the entire website (  www.aliyundoc.com ). Data risk
control inserts a JavaScript  plug-in into all web pages of the website to analyze user behavior.
However, protect ion and verificat ion are required only for  www.aliyundoc.com/register.html  to
which users submit  registrat ion requests. Data risk control is triggered only when a registrat ion request  is
submitted.

Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides the app protect ion feature that allows you to use SDKs to
protect  native apps. This feature ensures trusted communications and provides anti-bot protect ion.

Security issues resolved by app protectionSecurity issues resolved by app protection
App protect ion is developed by Alibaba Group engineers who have years of experience defending
against  online attackers, exploiters, and unauthorized speculators. Apps that are integrated with Anti-
Bot SDK can provide the same trusted communications as Alibaba apps, such as Tmall, Taobao, and
Alipay. The apps are protected against  online attackers, exploiters, and unauthorized speculators
based on the library of malicious device fingerprints accumulated by Alibaba Group.

App protect ion provides solut ions to the following security issues of native apps:

Spam user registrat ion, dict ionary attacks, and brute-force attacks

HTTP flood attacks against  apps

SMS flood attacks

Promotion abuse and snatcher bots

Auto-purchase bots

Brushing, such as, brushing for air t ickets or hotel reservations

Crawling for valuable information, such as price, credit , f inancing, and fict ion information

Vote manipulation

Spam and malicious comments

Procedure to enable app protectionProcedure to enable app protection
The following steps show how to enable app protect ion:

1. Enable the app protect ion feature in the WAF console.

3.5. Application protection3.5. Application protection
3.5.1. Overview of app protection3.5.1. Overview of app protection
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App protect ion is a value-added service provided by WAF. You must enable the app protect ion
feature to use it . To enable the app protect ion feature, you can use one of the following
methods:

If WAF is not act ivated, act ivate WAF and set  Mobile App Prot ect ionMobile App Prot ect ion to Yes on the WAF buy
page. For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

If  WAF is act ivated, upgrade the WAF instance and set  Mobile App Prot ect ionMobile App Prot ect ion to Yes on the
Upgrade/Downgrade page. For more information, see Renewal and upgrade.

2. Log on to the console and choose Prot ect ion Set t ingsProt ect ion Set t ings >  > Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion. On the Bot
Management tab of the Website Protect ion page, turn on App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion. Then, configure app
protect ion policies for the API that you want to protect. You can also turn on Version Protect ion
based on your business requirements. For more information, see Configure application protect ion.

After you turn on App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion, you can click Obt ain and Copy AppkeyObt ain and Copy Appkey to obtain the  app k
ey . The app key is used in the integration code to send an SDK init ializat ion request.

3. Contact  WAF technical support  to obtain the Anti-Bot SDK package and integrate the package
into your app.

For more information about how to integrate the package into your app, see the following topics:

Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android apps

Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS apps

Not e Not e SDK integration may take one or two man-days.

4. Add the domain name of your app to WAF. For more information, see Add a domain name.

5. Change the Domain Name System (DNS) record of the domain name to resolve the domain name to
the CNAME assigned by WAF. For more information, see Change a DNS record.

6. Use your app to send test  requests, and debug errors and exceptions based on the responses and
log data. Make sure that Anti-Bot SDK is integrated into your app.

7. Release the latest  version of your app.

Not ice Not ice After you release the latest  version of your app, we recommend that you push
app updates to all devices. Otherwise, earlier versions of your app are st ill vulnerable to
security risks.
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This topic describes how to integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android apps. In this topic, Anti-Bot SDK is
referred to as SDK. Before you can enable the app protect ion feature for your Android apps, you must
integrate the SDK into your Android apps.

LimitsLimits
Your Android apps must use Android 1616 or later. If  the API version is earlier than 16, the SDK cannot
work as expected.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The app protect ion feature is purchased and enabled.

For more information, see Procedure to enable app protection.

The SDK for Android apps is obtained.

After you purchase the app protect ion feature, you can contact  technical support  in the DingTalk
service group to obtain the SDK. You can also submit  a to obtain the SDK.

The SDK for Android apps contains an AARAAR file, which is named in the following format: AliTigerTally
_X.Y.Z.aar. X.Y.Z indicates the version number of the file.

The SDK authentication key, namely the  app key , is obtained.

To obtain the app key, log on to the and choose Prot ect ion Set t ingsProt ect ion Set t ings >  > Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion. On
the Bot Management tab of the Website Protect ion page, turn on App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion and click Obt ainObt ain
and Copy Appkeyand Copy Appkey. The SDK authentication key is used to send SDK init ializat ion requests. The key
must be included in the integration code.

Not e Not e Each Alibaba Cloud account has a unique  app key , which can be used for all the
domain names in your WAF instance. You can use the  app key , regardless of whether you
integrate the SDK into Android apps or iOS apps.

Authentication key example:

****OpKLvM6zliu6KopyHIhmneb_****u4ekci2W8i6F9vrgpEezqAzEzj2ANrVUhvAXMwYzgY_****vc51aEQlRo
vkRoUhRlVsf4IzO9dZp6nN_****Wz8pk2TDLuMo4pVIQvGaxH3vrsnSQiK****

3.5.2. SDK integration guide (new)3.5.2. SDK integration guide (new)

3.5.2.1. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android apps3.5.2.1. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android apps
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Background informationBackground information
The SDK is used to sign requests that are sent by apps. Web Application Firewall (WAF) verifies the
signatures in the requests to identify risks in app services and block malicious requests.

(Optional) Create a test Android project(Optional) Create a test Android project
You can integrate the SDK into a real Android project. You can also integrate the SDK into a test
Android project  to familiarize yourself with the integration operations before you integrate the SDK
into a real Android project.

In this example, use Android Studio to create a test  Android project.

The following figure shows a test  project  named TigerTally_sdk_test.

Before you integrate the SDK into apps, make sure that the test  project  runs as expected.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Use Android Studio to open the test  project  and enter the file directory.

2. Reference the AAR file.

i. Copy the AliTigerTally.aar file to the libs directory. You can also drag the file to the directory.
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ii. Open the build.gradlebuild.gradle file and modify the configurations based on the following
descript ions:

Add the libs directory as a source of dependencies.

repositories{
   flatDir {
     dirs 'libs'
   }
}

Add a compilat ion dependency.

Not ice Not ice You must replace the version number (X.Y.Z) in the following code with
the version number of the AAR file that you obtain.

dependencies {
  compile(name: 'AliTigerTally_X.Y.Z', ext: 'aar')
}

iii. Click Sync NowSync Now to synchronize the modificat ions to the project.

3. Reference an SO file.

If  an SO file is included in the project, skip this step. Otherwise, add the following configuration to
the build.gradlebuild.gradle file:

android {
    defaultConfig {
    ndk {
        abiFilters 'arm64-v8a', 'x86', "armeabi-v7a"
        //abiFilters "armeabi-v7a"
      }
    }
}

4. Apply for the following permissions for apps.

Permission Required Description

android.permission.INTERNET Yes Connects to the Internet.

android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_
STATE

No
Obtains the network status of a
device.

android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE No
Obtains the Wi-Fi connection status of
a device.
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android.permission.READ_PHONE_STAT
E

No

Reads the status and identity of a
device.

Not ice Not ice You must
dynamically apply for this
permission for Android 6.0 or later
apps.

android.permission.BLUETOOTH No
Obtains the Bluetooth permissions of a
device.

android.permission.
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

No

Reads the external storage of a device.

Not ice Not ice You must
dynamically apply for this
permission for Android 6.0 or later
apps.

android.permission.CHANGE_NETWORK_
STATE

No
Changes the network status of a
device.

Permission Required Description

5. Add the integration code.

i. Specify a user ID.

Function:

int setAccount(String account);

Descript ion: specifies a user ID in requests. This way, you can configure WAF protect ion policies
in a more efficient  manner.

Parameter: <account>, which specifies the user ID. Data type: string. We recommend that you
enter a masked user ID.

Return value: a value that indicates whether the sett ing is successful. Data type: int. The value
0 indicates that the sett ing is successful. The value -1 indicates that the sett ing failed.

Sample code:

final String account="account";
TigerTallyAPI.setAccount(account); // If the logon user is a guest, you do not need
to call this function. You can directly call the initialization function. 
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ii. Init ialize the SDK.

Function:

int init(Context context, String appkey, int type);

Descript ion: init ializes the SDK and performs one-t ime information collect ion. One-t ime
information collect ion allows you to collect  terminal information for one t ime. If  you want to
collect  terminal information again, call the  init  funct ion.

One-t ime information collect ion supports two modes: full data collect ion and collect ion of
data excluding sensit ive fields. The sensit ive fields include imei, imsi, simSerial, wifiMac, wifiList ,
and bluetoothMac of a user. To collect  the sensit ive fields, you must obtain permissions.

Not e Not e Before a user agrees on the privacy policy of the apps, we recommend that
you use the second mode. After a user agrees on the privacy policy of the apps, we
recommend that you use the first  mode. Full data collect ion helps identify risks.

Parameters:

<context>: specifies the context  that is passed to the apps.

<appkey>: specifies the SDK authentication key. Data type: string.

<type>: specifies the collect ion mode. Data type: CollectType. Valid values:

DEFAULT: full data collect ion.

NO_GRANTED: collect ion of data excluding sensit ive fields.

Return value: a value that indicates whether the init ializat ion is successful. Data type: int.
The value 0 indicates that the init ializat ion is successful. The value -1 indicates that the
init ializat ion failed.

Sample code:

final String appkey="your_appkey";
// Collect full data. 
int ret = TigerTallyAPI.init(this.getApplicationContext(), appkey, TigerTallyAPI.Co
llectType.DEFAULT);
// Collect data excluding sensitive fields. 
int ret = TigerTallyAPI.init(this.getApplicationContext(), appkey, TigerTallyAPI.Co
llectType.NOT_GRANTED);
Log.d("AliSDK", "ret:" + ret);
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iii. Sign request  data.

Function:

String vmpSign(int signType, byte[] input);

Descript ion: signs the input data and returns the signature string.

Parameters:

<signType>: specifies the signature algorithm. Data type: int. Set  the value to 1, which
indicates that the default  signature algorithm is used.

<input>: specifies the data to be signed. Data type: byte[].

In most cases, the data to be signed is the entire body of a request. If  the POST request
body is empty or a GET request  body is used, enter  null  or a byte[] array that is
converted from an empty string. Example:  "".getBytes("UTF-8") .

Return value: the signature string. Data type: string.

Sample code:

Not e Not e In the following sample code, the signature string is defined as wToken.

String request_body = "i am the request body, encrypted or not!";
String wToken = null;
try {
    wToken = TigerTallyAPI.vmpSign(1, request_body.getBytes("UTF-8"));
} catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}
Log.d("AliSDK", "wToken:" + wToken);
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iv. Add the signature string to the HTTP header.

For example, if  your project  uses the  HttpURLConnection  class, you can add the content of
the signature string wToken to the objects of the  HttpURLConnection  class.

Sample code:

String request_body = "i am the request body, encrypted or not!";
new Thread(new Runnable() {
    @Override
    public void run() {
        try {
            URL url = new URL("https://www.aliyundoc.com");
            HttpURLConnection conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
            conn.setReadTimeout(5000);
            conn.setRequestMethod("POST");
            // set wToken info to header
            conn.setRequestProperty("wToken", wToken);
            OutputStream os = conn.getOutputStream();
            // set request body info
            byte[] requestBody = request_body.getBytes("UTF-8");
            os.write(requestBody);
            os.flush();
            os.close();
            int code = conn.getResponseCode();
            Log.d("respCode", Integer.toString(code));
        } catch (MalformedURLException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        } catch (ProtocolException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        } catch (IOException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    };
    }).start();

v. Send requests that use the new HTTP header to the server of apps.

WAF receives requests that are dest ined for the server, parses the signature string wToken to
identify and block malicious requests, and then forwards normal requests to the server.

Obfuscate codeObfuscate code
If  you use ProGuard to obfuscate code, you can use  -keep  to configure the functions of the SDK.
This helps prevent the functions of the SDK from being removed.

Sample code:

-keep class com.aliyun.TigerTally.* {*;}

3.5.2.2. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS apps3.5.2.2. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS apps
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This topic describes how to integrate Anti-Bot SDK into iOS apps. In this topic, Anti-Bot SDK is referred
to as SDK. Before you can enable the app protect ion feature for your iOS apps, you must integrate the
SDK into your iOS apps.

LimitsLimits
Your iOS apps must use iOS 9.09.0 or later. If  the API version is earlier than 9.0, the SDK cannot work as
expected.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The app protect ion feature is purchased and enabled.

For more information, see Procedure to enable app protection.

The SDK for iOS apps is obtained.

After you purchase the app protect ion feature, you can contact  technical support  in the DingTalk
service group to obtain the SDK. You can also submit  a to obtain the SDK.

The SDK has two versions: Identifier for Advert ising (IDFA) version and non-IDFA version. The two
versions use the following SDK files:

AliTigerTally_IDFA.framework
AliTigerTally_NOIDFA.framework

If you use the IDFA version, we recommend that you integrate the SDK of the AliTigerTally_IDFA
version into your iOS apps. If  you use the non-IDFA version, we recommend that you integrate the SDK
of the AliTigerTally_NOIDFA version into your iOS apps.

The SDK authentication key, namely the  app key , is obtained.

To obtain the app key, log on to the and choose Prot ect ion Set t ingsProt ect ion Set t ings >  > Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion. On
the Bot Management tab of the Website Protect ion page, turn on App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion and click Obt ainObt ain
and Copy Appkeyand Copy Appkey. The SDK authentication key is used to send SDK init ializat ion requests. The key
must be included in the integration code.

Not e Not e Each Alibaba Cloud account has a unique  app key , which can be used for all the
domain names in your WAF instance. You can use the  app key , regardless of whether you
integrate the SDK into Android apps or iOS apps.
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Authentication key example:

****OpKLvM6zliu6KopyHIhmneb_****u4ekci2W8i6F9vrgpEezqAzEzj2ANrVUhvAXMwYzgY_****vc51aEQlRo
vkRoUhRlVsf4IzO9dZp6nN_****Wz8pk2TDLuMo4pVIQvGaxH3vrsnSQiK****

Background informationBackground information
The SDK is used to sign requests that are sent by apps. Web Application Firewall (WAF) verifies the
signatures in the requests to identify risks in app services and block malicious requests.

(Optional) Create a test iOS project(Optional) Create a test iOS project
You can integrate the SDK into a real iOS project. You can also integrate the SDK into a test  iOS project
to familiarize yourself with the integration operations before you integrate the SDK into a real iOS
project.

The following example shows how to use Xcode to create a test  iOS project.

The following figure shows a test  project  named TigerTally_sdk_test.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Use Xcode to open the test  iOS project  and enter the file directory.

2. Copy the SDK to the project.

The following figure shows the SDK of the non-IDFA version.
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The following figure shows the SDK of the IDFA version.

3. Add dependency libraries to the project.

Dependency library Non-IDFA IDFA

libc++.tbd Required Required

CoreTelephony.framework Required Required

libresolv.9.tbd Required Required

AdSupport.framework Not required Required

4. Open Build Set t ingsBuild Set t ings and add -ObjC-ObjC to the Ot her Linker FlagsOt her Linker Flags option.

5. Add the integration code.
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i. Add a header file.

Sample code:

Object ive-C

// Non-IDFA version 
#import <AliTigerTally_NOIDFA/AliTigerTally.h> 
// IDFA version 
#import <AliTigerTally_IDFA/AliTigerTally.h>

Swift

// Create a header file. 
#ifndef TigerTally_sdk_Swift_h
#define TigerTally_sdk_Swift_h
// Non-IDFA version 
#import <AliTigerTally_NOIDFA/AliTigerTally.h> 
// IDFA version 
#import <AliTigerTally_IDFA/AliTigerTally.h>
#endif /* TigerTally_sdk_Swift_h */

You must add the header file that you create to the Object ive-C Bridging HeaderObject ive-C Bridging Header option
on Build Set t ingsBuild Set t ings.

ii. Specify a user ID.

Function:

-(void)setAccount:(NSString*)account

Descript ion: configures a user ID in requests. This way, you can configure WAF protect ion
policies in a more efficient  manner.

Parameter: <account> which specifies the user ID. Data type: NSString*. We recommend that
you enter a masked user ID.

Return value: none.

Sample code:

Object ive-C

// testAccount indicates an example of the user ID string. 
//If the logon user is a guest, you do not need to call this function. You can di
rectly call the initialization function. 
[[AliTigerTally sharedInstance] setAccount:@"testAccount"]; 

Swift

// testAccount indicates an example of the user ID string. 
//If the logon user is a guest, you do not need to call this function. You can di
rectly call the initialization function. 
AliTigerTally.sharedInstance().setAccount("testAccount")
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iii. Init ialize the SDK.

Function:

-(bool)initialize:(NSString*)appKey

Descript ion: init ializes the SDK and performs one-t ime information collect ion. One-t ime
information collect ion allows you to collect  terminal information for one t ime. If  you want to
collect  terminal information again, call the init ialize function.

Interface parameter: <appKey> specifies the SDK authentication key. Data type: NSString*.

Return value: A value that indicates whether the init ializat ion is successful. Data type: bool.
The value true indicates that the init ializat ion is successful. The value false indicates that the
init ializat ion failed.

Sample code:

Object ive-C

NSString *appKey=@"****OpKLvM6zliu6KopyHIhmneb_****u4ekci2W8i6F9vrgpEezqAzEzj2ANr
VUhvAXMwYzgY_****vc51aEQlRovkRoUhRlVsf4IzO9dZp6nN_****Wz8pk2TDLuMo4pVIQvGaxH3vrsn
SQiK****";
if([[AliTigerTally sharedInstance]initialize:appKey]){
    NSLog(@"The initialization is successful.");
 }else{
     NSLog(@"The initialization failed.");
}

Swift

let binit = AliTigerTally.sharedInstance().initialize("****OpKLvM6zliu6KopyHIhmne
b_****u4ekci2W8i6F9vrgpEezqAzEzj2ANrVUhvAXMwYzgY_****vc51aEQlRovkRoUhRlVsf4IzO9dZ
p6nN_****Wz8pk2TDLuMo4pVIQvGaxH3vrsnSQiK****")
if(binit){
    NSLog("The initialization is successful.");
}else{
    NSLog("The initialization failed.");
}

iv. Sign request  data.

Function:

-(NSString*)vmpSign:(NSData*)inputBody

Descript ion: signs the input data and returns the signature string.

Parameter: <inputBody> which specifies the data body to be signed. Data type: NSData*.

Return value:

Normal return results: A signature string is returned. Data type: NSString*.
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Abnormal return results

Return result Description Solution

 you must call in
itialize 

The  initialize  function is
not called.

Call the  initialize  function
to init ialize the SDK. Then, call the
 vmpSign  function.

 you must input b
ody 

The data body to be signed is
not specified.

When you call the  vmpSign 
function, specify the data body
<inputBody> to be signed.

 NULL 
The init ialization is not complete,
and request data failed to be
signed.

Call the  vmpSign  function
again.

If this issue repeatedly occurs,
contact technical support in the
DingTalk service group. You can
also submit a to contact
technical support.

Sample code:

Not e Not e In the following sample code, the signature string is defined as wToken.

Object ive-C

if(![[AliTigerTally sharedInstance]initialize:@"xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"])
{
        NSLog(@"The initialization failed.");
        return;
}
NSString *signBody =@"hello";
NSString *wToken= [[AliTigerTally sharedInstance] vmpSign:[signBody dataUsingEnco
ding:NSUTF8StringEncoding]];
NSLog(@"wToken== %@",wToken);

Swift

if(!AliTigerTally.sharedInstance().initialize("xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx")){
    NSLog("The initialization failed.");
   return
} 
let signBody = "hello"
var token = AliTigerTally.sharedInstance().vmpSign(signData)
NSLog(token);
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v. Add the signature string to the header and send requests to the server of your iOS apps.

The signature string is submitted to the server for business-crit ical events, such as client  logon
request  events. WAF receives requests that are dest ined for the server, parses the signature
string wToken to identify and block malicious requests, and then forwards normal requests to
the server.

Sample code:

Object ive-C

NSURL * url = [NSURL URLWithString:@"https://xxxxxx/test?id=123"];
NSMutableURLRequest *request=[NSMutableURLRequest requestWithURL:url cachePolicy:
NSURLRequestUseProtocolCachePolicy timeoutInterval:10];
[request setValue: wToken forHTTPHeaderField: @"wToken"];
request.HTTPMethod=@"post";
request.HTTPBody=[signBody dataUsingEncoding:NSUTF8StringEncoding];
NSURLSessionDataTask *dataTask = [[NSURLSession sharedSession] dataTaskWithReques
t:request completionHandler:^(NSData * _Nullable data, NSURLResponse * _Nullable 
response, NSError * _Nullable error) {
    if(error){
        NSLog(@"The data fails to be sent.%@", error);
    }else
    {
        NSLog(@"The data is sent.");
    }
}];
[dataTask resume];

Swift

guard let url = URL(string: "https://xxxxxx/test?id=123") else { return }
var request = URLRequest(url: url)
request.httpMethod = "POST"
request.addValue(token, forHTTPHeaderField: "wToken")
let session = URLSession.shared
session.dataTask(with: request) { (data, response, error) in
    if let data = data {
        do {
            print("OK")
        } catch {
            print("ERROR")
            print(error)
        }
    }
}.resume()
}

3.5.3. SDK integration guide (old)3.5.3. SDK integration guide (old)

3.5.3.1. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android3.5.3.1. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android

applicationsapplications
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This topic describes how to integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into Android applications.

SDK files for Android applicationsSDK files for Android applications
Contact  Alibaba Cloud technical support  to obtain the SDK package, and decompress it  on your local
machine. The following table describes the files contained in the sdk-Android folder.

File name Description

SecurityGuardSDK-xxx.aar The main framework.

AVMPSDK-xxx.aar The virtual machine engine plug-in.

SecurityBodySDK-xxx.aar The bot recognition plug-in.

yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg The configuration file of the virtual machine.

Configure an Android projectConfigure an Android project

1. Import  the AAR files from the decompressed SDK package to Android Studio. Copy all the AAR files
from the sdk-Android folder to the libs directory of the Android application project.

Not e Not e If  the libs directory does not exist  in the current project, manually create a folder
named libs in the specified path.

2. Modify the configurations. Open the build.gradle file of the project  and modify the configuration
as follows.

Add the libs directory as the source for searching dependencies.
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repositories{
   flatDir {
     dirs 'libs'
   }
}

Add compilat ion dependencies.

Not e Not e The versions of the AAR files in this example may be different from those of the
files you downloaded.

dependencies {
  compile fileTree(include: ['*.jar'], dir: 'libs')
  compile ('com.android.support:appcompat-v7:23.0.0')
  compile (name:'AVMPSDK-external-release-xxx', ext:'aar')
  compile (name:'SecurityBodySDK-external-release-xxx', ext:'aar')
  compile (name:'SecurityGuardSDK-external-release-xxx', ext:'aar')
}

3. Add the JPG configuration file from the decompressed SDK package to the drawable directory.
Copy the yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg configuration file in the sdk-Android folder to the drawable
directory of the Android application project.

Not e Not e If  the drawable directory does not exist  in the project, create a folder named draw
able in the specified path.

4. Remove redundant application binary interfaces (ABIs) because they require SO files. Currently, the
Anti-Bot SDK only provides SO files for the following ABIs: armeabi, armeabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a.

Warning Warning Therefore, you must filter out redundant ABIs. Otherwise, the application may
crash.

i. In the libs directory of the Android application project, delete all CPU architecture files other
than armeabi, armeabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a, including x86, x86_64, mips, and mips64. Keep the 
armeabi, armeabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a folders only.
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ii. As shown in the following sample code, add filter rules to the build.gradle configuration file of
the application project. Architectures specified by abiFilters are included in the Android
application package (APK) file.

Not e Not e In this example, abiFilters only specifies the armeabi architecture. You can also
specify the armeabi-v7a and arm64-v8 architectures as needed.

defaultConfig{
  applicationId "com.xx.yy"
  minSdkVersion xx
  targetSdkVersion xx
  versionCode xx
  versionName "x.x.x"
  ndk {
    abiFilters "armeabi"
    // abiFilters "armeabi-v7a"
    // abiFilters "arm64-v8a"
  }
}

Not e Not e If  you keep the SO files of the armeabi architecture only, you can significantly
reduce the size of the application without affect ing its compatibility.

5. Grant permissions to the application.

If  you use an Android Studio project  and AAR files to integrate the SDK, required permissions are
already specified in the AAR files. You do not need to grant permissions to the application in the
project.

If  you use an Eclipse project, you must add the following permissions to the AndroidMenifest.xml
file:

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS" />

6. Add ProGuard configurations.

Not e Not e If  you need to use ProGuard to obfuscate code, you must add ProGuard
configurations. Methods to configure ProGuard in Android Studio and Eclipse are different.

Android Studio
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If  you have set  the proguardFiles parameter and the minifyEnabled parameter is set  to true in the
build.gradle file, the proguard-rules.pro file is used to obfuscate code.

Eclipse

If you have configured ProGuard in the project.propert ies file, such as adding the  proguard.conf
ig=proguard.cfg  statement to the project.propert ies file, ProGuard is used to obfuscate code.

Not e Not e Obfuscation configurations are specified in the proguard.cfg file.

Add keep rules

To guarantee that certain classes are not obfuscated, you must add the following rules to the
ProGuard configuration file.

-keep class com.taobao.securityjni.**{*;}
-keep class com.taobao.wireless.security.**{*;}
-keep class com.ut.secbody.**{*;}
-keep class com.taobao.dp.**{*;}
-keep class com.alibaba.wireless.security. **{*;}

Call the SDKCall the SDK
St ep 1: Import  packagesSt ep 1: Import  packages

import com.alibaba.wireless.security.jaq.JAQException;
import com.alibaba.wireless.security.jaq.avmp.IJAQAVMPSignComponent;
import com.alibaba.wireless.security.open.SecurityGuardManager;
import com.alibaba.wireless.security.open.avmp.IAVMPGenericComponent;

St ep 2: Init ialize t he SDKSt ep 2: Init ialize t he SDK

Endpoints:  boolean initialize(); 

Function: Init ializes the SDK.

Parameters: None.

Responses: Boolean values. If  the init ializat ion is successful, true is returned. If  the init ializat ion fails,
false is returned.

Sample code

IJAQAVMPSignComponent jaqVMPComp = SecurityGuardManager.getInstance(getApplicationContext()
).getInterface(IJAQAVMPSignComponent.class);
boolean result = jaqVMPComp.initialize();

St ep 3: Sign request sSt ep 3: Sign request s

Endpoints:  byte[] avmpSign(int signType, byte[] input); 
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Function: Signs the input data by using the Ali Virtual Machine Protect  (AVMP) technique, and returns a
signature string.

Parameters

Parameter Type Required Description

signType int Yes
The algorithm used to
sign requests. Set the
value to  3 .

input byte[] No

The data to be signed,
which is typically the
entire request body.

Not e Not e If the
request body is
empty, for
example, an empty
POST or GET
request body, enter
null or the value of
the Bytes
parameter, such as
"".getBytes("UTF-
8").

Responses: A signature string of the byte[] data type.

Sample code: When the client  sends data to the server, it  must call the avmpSign method to sign the
entire request  body. A wToken signature string is returned.

int VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 = 3;
String request_body = "i am the request body, encrypted or not!" ;
byte[] result = jaqVMPComp.avmpSign(VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2, request_body.getBytes("UTF-
8"));
String wToken = new String(result, "UTF-8");
Log.d("wToken", wToken);

St ep 4: Add wT oken t o t he prot ocol headerSt ep 4: Add wT oken t o t he prot ocol header

Add the content of the wToken field to the object  of the HttpURLConnection class.

Sample code
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String request_body = "i am the request body, encrypted or not!" ;
URL url = new URL("http://www.aliyundoc.com");
HttpURLConnection conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
conn.setRequestMethod("POST");
// set wToken info to header 
conn.setRequestProperty("wToken", wToken);
OutputStream os = conn.getOutputStream();
// set request body info
byte[] requestBody = request_body.getBytes("UTF-8");
os.write(requestBody);
os.flush();
os.close();

St ep 5: Send dat a t o t he serverSt ep 5: Send dat a t o t he server

Send data with the modified protocol header to the server of the application. Anti-Bot Service
captures the data and parses the wToken to identify risks.

Warning Warning The signed request  body must be the same as the original request  body that is sent
by the client. The string encoding format, spaces, special characters, and parameter sequence of
the signed request  body must be the same as those of the original request  body sent by the client.
Otherwise, the request  fails to pass signature verificat ion.

Error codesError codes
Errors may occur when you call the init ialize and avmpSigni methods. If  an error occurs or the SDK fails to
generate a signature string, use the keyword  SecException  to search for relevant information in the
log data.

The following table describes common error codes.

Error code Description

1901
The error code returned because the parameters are
invalid. Check the parameters.

1902

The error code returned because the image file is
invalid. The APK signature used to retrieve the image
file is not the same as that of the application. Use
the APK signature of the application to generate a
new image.

1903
The error code returned because the format of the
image file is invalid.

1904
Upgrade the image version. The AVMP signature
function only supports v5 images.

1905

The error code returned because the specified
image file cannot be found. Make sure that the
image file is in the res\drawable directory, and
AVMP images are in the yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg
file.
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1906
The error code returned because the AVMP signature
of the image does not have the required bytecode.
Check whether the image is invalid.

1907
The error code returned because the init ialization of
AVMP failed. Try again later.

1910

The error code returned because the AVMP instance
is invalid. Possible causes include:

The InvokeAVMP method was called after the
AVMP instance had been destroyed.

The version of the bytecode of the image does
not match the SDK.

1911
The error code returned because the bytecode of
the encrypted image does not have the required
export function.

1912
The error code returned because the system failed
to call AVMP. Contact Alibaba Cloud technical
support.

1913
The error code returned because the InvokeAVMP
method was called after the AVMP instance had
been destroyed.

1915
The error code returned because the memory
resources of the AVMP instance are insufficient. Try
again later.

1999
The error code returned because an unknown error
occurred. Try again later.

Error code Description

Verify the integrationVerify the integration
Take the following steps to verify that the Anti-Bot SDK has been correctly integrated into the
application.

1. Convert  the packaged APK file into a ZIP file by modifying the file name extension, and decompress
the file on your local machine.

2. Go to the libs directory of the project, and make sure that the folder only contains the armeabi, ar
meabi-v7a, and arm64-v8a sub-folders.

Not e Not e If  any other architecture file exists, delete it . For more information, see Configure
an Android project.

3. Go to the res/drawable directory of the project, and make sure that the yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg
file exists and its size is not 0.

4. Print  the log, and make sure that the correct  signature information can be generated after the
avmpSign method is called.
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Not e Not e If  signature information cannot be generated, see the error codes and descript ions
to troubleshoot.

FAQFAQ
Why is the key image incorrectly optimized after shrinkResources is set  to true?

In Android Studio, if  shrinkResources is set  to true, resource files that are not referenced in the code
may be optimized during project  compilat ion. After shrinkResources is set  to true, JPG files in the Anti-
Bot SDK may not work as expected. If  the size of the yw_1222_0335.jpg configuration file in the
packaged APK is 0 KB, it  indicates that the image file has been optimized.

Solutions

1. Create a directory named raw in the res directory of the project, and create a file named keep.xml in
the raw directory.

2. Add the following content to the keep.xml file:

<? xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"? >
<resources xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools"
tools:keep="@drawable/yw_1222_0335.jpg,@drawable/yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg" />

3. After you add the content, compile the project  APK again.

This topic describes how to integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS applications.

SDK files for iOS applicationsSDK files for iOS applications
Contact  Alibaba Cloud technical support  to obtain the SDK package, and decompress it  on your local
machine. The following table describes the files contained in the sdk-iOS folder.

File name Description

SGMain.framework The main framework.

SecurityGuardSDK.framework The basic security plug-in.

SGSecurityBody.framework The bot recognition plug-in.

SGAVMP.framework The virtual machine engine plug-in.

yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg Configuration files.

Configure an iOS projectConfigure an iOS project
1. Import  the SDK dependency files. Import  the following four .framework files extracted from the

SDK package to the dependency library in an iOS project. The dependency library locates in the LinkLink
Binary Wit h LibrariesBinary Wit h Libraries menu on the Build PhasesBuild Phases tab.

SGMain.framework

SecurityGuardSDK.framework

3.5.3.2. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS applications3.5.3.2. Integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into iOS applications
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SGSecurityBody.framework

SGAVMP.framework

2. Add link options. On the Build Set t ingsBuild Set t ings tab, choose LinkingLinking >  > Ot her Linker FlagsOt her Linker Flags to set  the
value to -ObjC-ObjC.

3. Import  system dependency files. Import  these files to the dependency library of an iOS project:

CoreFoundation.framework

CoreLocation.framework

AdSupport.framework

CoreTelephony.framework

CoreMotion.framework

SystemConfiguration.framework
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4. Import  the configuration file. Add the yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg configuration file in the SDK
package to the mainbundle directory.

Not ice Not ice When the application integrates mult iple targets, make sure to add the  yw_1222
_0335_mwua.jpg  configuration file to the correct  target membership.

Call the SDKCall the SDK
St ep 1: Init ialize t he SDKSt ep 1: Init ialize t he SDK

Endpoint:  + (BOOL) initialize; 

Function: Init ializes the SDK.

Parameters: None.

Responses: Boolean. YES is returned if  the init ializat ion is successful. NO is returned if  the init ializat ion
fails.

Call methods:  [JAQAVMPSignature initialize]; 

Sample code

static BOOL avmpInit = NO;
- (BOOL) initAVMP{
  @synchronized(self) { // just initialize once
    if(avmpInit == YES){
      return YES; 
    }
    avmpInit = [JAQAVMPSignature initialize];
    return avmpInit; 
  }
}
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St ep 2: Sign t he requestSt ep 2: Sign t he request

Endpoints:  + (NSData*) avmpSign: (NSInteger) signType input: (NSData*) input; 

Function: Signs the input data by using the AVMP technique, and returns a signature string.

Warning Warning The signed request  body must be the same as the request  body that is sent by the
client. That is, the string coding format, spaces, special characters, and parameter sequence of the
signed request  body must be the same as those of the request  body sent by the client. Otherwise,
signature verificat ion may fail.

Request  parameters

Parameter Type Required Description

signType NSInteger Yes
The algorithm used to
sign the request. Set
the value to  3 .

input NSData* No

The data to be signed,
which is typically the
entire request body.

Not e Not e If the
request body is
empty, for
example, an empty
POST or GET
request body, enter
null or the value of
the Bytes
parameter.

Responses: A signature string is returned.

Call methods:  [JAQAVMPSignature avmpSign: 3 input: request_body]; 

Sample code

Not e Not e When the client  sends data to the server, you must call the avmpSign operation to sign
the entire request  body. Then, you will obtain a wToken signature string.
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# define VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 (3)
- (NSString*) avmpSign{
  @synchronized(self) {
    NSString* request_body = @"i am the request body, encrypted or not!" ;
    if(![ self initAVMP]){
      [self toast:@"Error: init failed"];
        return nil;
    }
    NSString* wToken = null;
    NSData* data = [request_body dataUsingEncoding:NSUTF8StringEncoding];
    NSData* sign = [JAQAVMPSignature avmpSign: VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 input:data];
    if(sign == nil || sign.length <= 0){
      return nil;
    }else{
      wToken = [[NSString alloc] initWithData:sign encoding: NSUTF8StringEncoding];
      return wToken;
    }
  }
}

If  the request  body is empty, you must call the avmpSign operation to generate the wToken signature
string. When you call this operation, set  the value of the second parameter to null. Examples:
NSData* sign = [JAQAVMPSignature avmpSign: VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 input:null];

St ep 3: Add wT oken t o t he prot ocol headerSt ep 3: Add wT oken t o t he prot ocol header

Sample code

#define VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 (3)
-(void)setHeader
{ NSString* request_body = @"i am the request body, encrypted or not!" ;
  NSData* body_data = [request_body dataUsingEncoding:NSUTF8StringEncoding];
  NSString* wToken = nil;
  NSData* sign = [JAQAVMPSignature avmpSign: VMP_SIGN_WITH_GENERAL_WUA2 input:body_data];
  wToken = [[NSString alloc] initWithData:sign encoding: NSUTF8StringEncoding];
  NSString *strUrl = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"http://www.aliyundoc.com/login"];
  NSURL *url = [NSURL URLWithString:strUrl];
  NSMutableURLRequest *request =
    [[NSMutableURLRequest alloc]initWithURL:url cachePolicy:NSURLRequestReloadIgnoringCache
Data timeoutInterval:20];
  [request setHTTPMethod:@"POST"];
  // set request body info
  [request setHTTPBody:body_data];
  // set wToken info to header
  [request setValue:wToken forHTTPHeaderField:@"wToken"];
  NSURLConnection *mConn = [[NSURLConnection alloc]initWithRequest:request delegate:self st
artImmediately:true];
  [mConn start]; 
  // ...
}

St ep 4: Send dat a t o t he serverSt ep 4: Send dat a t o t he server
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Send the data with the modified protocol header to Alibaba Cloud Security, which analyzes the
wToken for risk identificat ion and malicious request  interception, and then forwards valid requests to
the origin server.

Error codeError code
Errors may occur when you call the init ialize and avmpSign operations. If  the system fails to generate a
valid signature string, see the information about security guard errors in the console.

The following table lists the common error codes and their descript ions.

Error code Description

1901
The error code returned because the parameters are
invalid. Check the parameters.

1902
The error code returned because the image file is
invalid. The image may not match the bundle ID.

1903
The error code returned because the format of the
image file is invalid.

1904
Upgrade the image version. The AVMP signature
function only supports v5 images.

1905

The error code returned because the specified
image file cannot be found. Make sure that the
yw_1222_0335_mwua.jpg image file has been
correctly added to the project.

1906
The error code returned because the AVMP signature
of the image does not have the required bytecode.
Check whether the image is invalid.

1907
The error code returned because the init ialization of
AVMP failed. Try again later.

1910

The error code returned because the AVMP instance
is invalid. Possible causes include:

The AVMP instance is destroyed before
InvokeAVMP is called.

The version of the bytecode of the image does
not match the SDK.

1911
The byteCode of the encrypted image does not
have the corresponding export function.

1912
The error code returned because the system failed
to call AVMP. Contact Alibaba Cloud technical
support.

1913
The error code returned because the InvokeAVMP
method was called after the AVMP instance had
been destroyed.
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1915
The error code returned because the memory
resources of the AVMP instance are insufficient. Try
again later.

1999
The error code returned because an unknown error
occurred. Try again later.

Error code Description

Application protect ion provides secure connections and anti-bot protect ion for native applications.
This function identifies proxies, emulators, and requests with invalid signatures. This topic describes
how to configure and enable application protect ion in the Web Application Firewall (WAF) console
after you integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into an application.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

You have integrated the Anti-Bot SDK into the target application. For more information, see Overview
of app protect ion.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab, f ind the App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion sect ion, and then click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Not e Not e After application protect ion is enabled, all service requests are checked by the
function. You can configure a Bot Management rule so that the requests that match the rule
bypass the check. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for Bot Management.

6. Create a path protect ion rule.

i. On the App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion page, find the Int erf ace Prot ect ionInt erf ace Prot ect ion sect ion, and click Add RuleAdd Rule.

ii. In the Add RuleAdd Rule dialog box that appears, set  the following parameters.

3.5.4. Configure application protection3.5.4. Configure application protection
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Not e Not e In the test  phase, we recommend that you set  Pat hPat h to a forward slash (  / )
and Mat chingMat ching to Pref ix Mat chPref ix Mat ch to match all paths. You can set  Act ionAct ion to Monit orMonit or. If  the
target domain name is a test  domain name, you can set  Act ion to BlockBlock. This allows you
to debug the application without affect ing your online workloads.

Parameter Description

Rule NameRule Name The name of the rule that you want to create.
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Pat h Prot ect ionPat h Prot ect ion
Set t ingsSet t ings

The path that you need to protect. The following parameters are
required:

Pat hPat h: The path that you need to protect. A forward slash (/) indicates
all paths.

Not e Not e Signature verification may fail when the body of a
POST request exceeds 8 KB. We recommend that you disable SDK
protection for API operations that do not require protection, for
example, the API operation that is used to upload large images. If
you do need to enable SDK protection for an API operation, use a
user-defined field.

Mat chingMat ching: Pref ix Mat chPref ix Mat ch, Precise Mat chPrecise Mat ch, and Regular ExpressionRegular Expression
Mat chMat ch are supported.

If you set the value to Prefix Match, all endpoints under the specified
path are considered matches. If you set the value to Precise Match,
only the specified path is considered a match. If you set the value to
Regular Expression Match, paths specified by the regular express are
considered matches.

Paramet erParamet er: The parameters that need to be matched if the
protected path contains invariable parameters. WAF can use these
parameters to filter endpoints more precisely. The parameters are the
parts following the question mark (?) in the request URL.

Example: The protected URL contains  domain name/? action=login&n
ame=test . In this case, set Pat hPat h to a forward slash (/), Mat chingMat ching to
Prefix Match, and Paramet erParamet er to name, login, name=test, and
action=login.

Prot ect ion PolicyProt ect ion Policy

Protection policy that you want to use.

Invalid Signat ureInvalid Signat ure: This policy is selected by default and cannot be
cleared. The system checks whether the signatures of requests sent to
the specified path are correct. The rule is matched if a signature is
incorrect.

Simulat orSimulat or: If this policy is selected, the system checks whether the
user uses an emulator to init iate requests to the specified path. The
rule is matched if a request is init iated from an emulator.

ProxyProxy: If this policy is selected, the system checks whether the user
uses a proxy to init iate requests to the specified path. We recommend
that you select this option. The rule is matched if a request is init iated
from a proxy.

Parameter Description
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Act ionAct ion

The action to be performed on requests that match the rule.

Monit orMonit or: records the request but does not block the request.

BlockBlock: blocks the request and returns a 405 HTTP status code.

Not ice Not ice Before the SDK integration or debugging is completed,
do not set Action to Block for domain names used in a production
environment. Otherwise, valid requests may be blocked because the
SDK is not properly integrated into the application. In the test phase,
you can set Action to Monitor to debug the SDK-integrated
application based on log data.

User-def ined FieldUser-def ined Field

When a user-defined field is used, the system verifies the request
signature based on the specified request field and field value.

By default, the system verifies the signature based on the request body.
The verification may fail if the length of the request body exceeds 8 KB. In
this case, you can specify a user-defined field to replace the default field
for signature verification.

If you select User-defined Field, you can choose Header, Parameter, or
Cookie, and then specify the field that is used to verify the request
signature. For example, you can choose CookieCookie and then enter DG_ZUID.
This replaces the default body field with the DG_ZUID field in the request
cookie as the field used for signature verification.

Parameter Description

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.

7. Enable version protect ion.

You can configure version protect ion to block requests from non-official applications. You can also
use this function to verify the validity of an application.

Not e Not e A version protect ion policy is required only when you need to verify the validity of
an application.

i. On the App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion page, find the Version Prot ect ionVersion Prot ect ion sect ion and turn on AllowAllow
Specif ied Version Request sSpecif ied Version Request s.

ii. In the Add RuleAdd Rule dialog box that appears, set  the following parameters.
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Parameter Description

Rule NameRule Name The name of the rule that you want to create.

Valid VersionValid Version

The valid versions of an application.

Ent er t he legal package nameEnt er t he legal package name: Enter the name of the valid
application package, for example, com.aliyundemo.example.

Package Signat urePackage Signat ure: Contact Alibaba Cloud technical support to
obtain the package signature. This parameter is optional if the
package signature does not need to be verified. In this case, the
system verifies only the package name.

Not ice Not ice The Package Signat urePackage Signat ure is not the signature of the
application certificate.

Click Add Valid VersionAdd Valid Version to add more valid versions. You can add a
maximum of five valid versions. Package names must be unique.
Currently, both iOS and Android applications are supported. You can
enter multiple valid versions to match the package names.

Disposal Met hodDisposal Met hod
f or Illegal Versionf or Illegal Version

Monit orMonit or: records the request but does not block the request.

BlockBlock: blocks the request and returns a 405 HTTP status code.

iii. Click Conf irmConf irm.

8. Enable application protect ion. In the App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion sect ion, turn on St at usSt at us.

Not e Not e We recommend that you integrate the Anti-Bot SDK into the application, debug
the application, and release the new version before you enable application protect ion to make
sure that the protect ion sett ings take effect.
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), HTTP flood protect ion is enabled by
default  and protects your website against  HTTP flood attacks. When HTTP flood attacks are blocked,
the 405 Method Not Allowed error code is returned. You can adjust  HTTP flood protect ion policies as
needed.

PrerequisitePrerequisite

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab, f ind the HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion sect ion and configure
the following parameters.

Parameter Description

St at usSt at us

Enable or disable HTTP flood protection. By default, HTTP flood protection is
enabled after you add a website to WAF.

Not e Not e After HTTP flood protection is enabled, all requests
destined for your website are checked by this function. You can
configure a Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling rule so that requests that
match the rule bypass the check. For more information, see Configure a
whitelist  for Access Control/Throttling.

4.Access control and throttling4.Access control and throttling
4.1. Configure HTTP flood protection4.1. Configure HTTP flood protection
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ModeMode

The protection mode. Valid values:

Prot ect ionProt ect ion: This mode blocks only suspicious requests and maintains a
low false posit ive rate. We recommend that you apply this mode when no
abnormal traffic is detected on the website to avoid false posit ives.

Prot ect ion-emergencyProt ect ion-emergency: This mode effectively blocks HTTP flood
attacks but maintains a high false posit ive rate. You can apply this mode if
the Protection mode fails to block HTTP flood attacks, the website
responds slowly, and indicators such as traffic, CPU, and memory are
abnormal.

Not e Not e The Protection-emergency mode is applicable to web
pages and HTML5 pages. This mode is not suitable for APIs or native
applications because a large number of false posit ives may occur. We
recommend that you create custom protection policies for API and
native applications scenarios. For more information, see Create a
custom protection policy.

Parameter Description

ReferencesReferences
If  you find that the Prot ect ion-emergencyProt ect ion-emergency mode cannot block a large number of attacks, we
recommend that you check whether the attacks come from back-to-origin IP addresses of WAF. If  the
origin server is directly attacked, you can change the sett ings to allow only requests from the back-
to-origin IP addresses of WAF. For more information, see Configure protect ion for an origin server.

If  you need to reinforce protect ion and maintain a low false posit ive rate, we recommend that you
use the custom protect ion policy. For more information, see Create a custom protect ion policy.

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the blacklists feature. This
feature blocks access requests from specified IP addresses, Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) blocks,
and IP addresses in specified regions. You can specify either an IP address blacklist  or a region blacklist
based on your requirements.

Background informationBackground information
WAF supports both IP address and region blacklists.

An IP address blacklist  blocks access requests from specified IP addresses and CIDR blocks.

A region blacklist  blocks the access requests from administrat ive regions in China or countries and
areas outside China.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance runs the ProPro, BusinessBusiness, Ent erpriseEnt erprise or ExclusiveExclusive.

4.2. Configure a blacklist4.2. Configure a blacklist
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Not ice Not ice WAF instances of the ProPro and BusinessBusiness edit ion support  only the IP AddressIP Address
BlacklistBlacklist  feature and do not support  the Region BlacklistRegion Blacklist  feature.

To use the Region BlacklistRegion Blacklist  feature, your WAF instance must run the Ent erpriseEnt erprise or ExclusiveExclusive
edit ion.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab, f ind the Blacklist sBlacklist s sect ion. Then, turn on St at usSt at us and
click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Not e Not e If  you specify an IP address blacklist , all requests dest ined for your website are
checked by this blacklist . You can also configure the whitelist  for Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling
to allow requests that match rules to bypass the check. For more information, see Configure a
whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling.

6. On the Blacklist sBlacklist s page, configure Blacklist sBlacklist s and Region BlacklistRegion Blacklist .

Blacklist sBlacklist s: Enter IP addresses that you want to block and click SaveSave in the lower part  of the
page. Separate mult iple IP addresses with commas (,). You can add a maximum of 200 IP
addresses.

Region BlacklistRegion Blacklist : Select  the administrat ive regions that you want to block from the InsideInside
ChinaChina tab and countries and areas from the Out side ChinaOut side China tab. Then, click SaveSave in the lower
part  of the page.

After the blacklists feature is enabled, all the access requests from IP addresses and regions in
the blacklists are blocked.

ReferencesReferences
If  you need more precise access control based on blacklists, we recommend that you use a custom
protect ion policy. For more information, see Create a custom protect ion policy.

If  you want to allow access requests from specified IP addresses, we recommend that you configure
the whitelist  for Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for
Access Control/Thrott ling.

4.3. Configure scan protection4.3. Configure scan protection
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the scan protect ion feature
for your website. After the scan protect ion feature is enabled, access requests from specific IP
addresses are automatically blocked. These IP addresses include source IP addresses that init iate high-
frequency web attacks and malicious directory traversal attacks, and IP addresses defined in common
scanners or the Alibaba Cloud malicious IP library.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance runs the ProPro edit ion or higher.

Not ice Not ice WAF instances of the Pro edit ion support  only default  scan protect ion policies. You
cannot configure custom scan protect ion policies for WAF instances of the Pro edit ion. If  you
need to configure custom policies for Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks
and Direct ory T raversal Prevent ionDirect ory T raversal Prevent ion, the instance must run the BusinessBusiness edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

Background informationBackground information
The scan protect ion feature provides the following scan protect ion policies:

Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks: automatically blocks client  IP addresses
that init iate mult iple web attacks within a short  period of t ime. You can configure custom scan
protect ion policies and manually unblock a blocked IP address.

Direct ory T raversal Prevent ionDirect ory T raversal Prevent ion: automatically blocks client  IP addresses that init iate mult iple
directory traversal attacks in a short  period of t ime. You can configure custom scan protect ion
policies and manually unblock a blocked IP address.

Scanning T ool BlockingScanning T ool Blocking: automatically blocks access requests from IP addresses defined in
common scanners. The scanners include sqlmap, AWVS, Nessus, AppScan, WebInspect, Netsparker,
Nikto, and RSAS.

Collaborat ive Def enseCollaborat ive Def ense: automatically blocks access requests from IP addresses defined in the
Alibaba Cloud malicious IP library.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab, f ind the Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion sect ion and configure the
following sett ings:

4.3. Configure scan protection4.3. Configure scan protection
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Not e Not e By default , all requests dest ined for your website are checked by the scan
protect ion feature when any policy in this sect ion is enabled. If  you want requests that match
specific condit ions to bypass the check, configure the whitelist  for AccessAccess
Cont rol/T hrot t lingCont rol/T hrot t ling. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for Access
Control/Thrott ling.

Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks: You can enable or disable it .

Configure the protect ion policy.

a. Turn on Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-frequency Web Attacks.

b. Click Set t ingsSet t ings.

c. In the Rule Set t ingRule Set t ing dialog box, specify the following parameters: Inspect ion T imeInspect ion T ime
RangeRange, T he number of  at t acks exceedsT he number of  at t acks exceeds, and Blocked IP AddressesBlocked IP Addresses.

If  the number of web attacks init iated from a client  IP address in the specified inspection
time range exceeds a specific number, the access requests from this IP address are blocked
during the specified blocking period.

Not e Not e We recommend that you select  a built-in configuration mode from FlexibleFlexible
ModeMode, St rict  ModeSt rict  Mode, and Normal ModeNormal Mode in the ModeMode sect ion. You can modify the
parameters based on your requirements.

d. Click Conf irmConf irm.

You can click Unblock IP AddressUnblock IP Address to unblock IP addresses that are blocked by the policy.

Direct ory T raversal Prevent ionDirect ory T raversal Prevent ion: You can enable or disable it .

Configure the protect ion policy.
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a. Turn on Directory Traversal Prevention.

b. Click Set t ingsSet t ings.

c. In the Rule Set t ingRule Set t ing dialog box, specify the following parameters: Inspect ion T imeInspect ion T ime
RangeRange, T he t ot al request s exceedT he t ot al request s exceed, And t he percent age of  responses wit h 404And t he percent age of  responses wit h 404
exceedsexceeds, Blocked IP AddressesBlocked IP Addresses, and Direct ory numberDirect ory number.

If  the total number of requests init iated from a client  IP address in the specified inspection
time range exceeds a specific number and the proport ion of the requests for which the
HTTP status code 404 is returned to the total requests exceeds a specific proport ion, or the
number of directories to which requests are sent within the specified inspection t ime range
exceeds a specific number, the access requests from this IP address are blocked during the
specified blocking period.

Not e Not e We recommend that you select  a built-in configuration mode from FlexibleFlexible
ModeMode, St rict  ModeSt rict  Mode, and Normal ModeNormal Mode in the ModeMode sect ion. You can modify the
parameters based on your requirements.

d. Click Conf irmConf irm.

You can click Unblock IP AddressUnblock IP Address to unblock IP addresses that are blocked by the policy.

Scanning T ool BlockingScanning T ool Blocking: You can enable or disable it .

After you enable Scanning Tool Blocking, the behavior of common scanners is automatically
detected. If  an access request  meets the characterist ics of scanning, this request  is always
blocked. If  you disable Scanning Tool Blocking, scanning behavior is no longer blocked.

Collaborat ive Def enseCollaborat ive Def ense: You can enable or disable it .

After you enable Collaborative Defense, all access requests from the IP addresses in the Alibaba
Cloud malicious IP library are blocked.

4.4. Create a custom protection policy4.4. Create a custom protection policy
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the custom protect ion
policy feature to protect  the website. This feature allows you to customize access control list  (ACL)
rules based on precise match condit ions and configure rate limit ing. Custom protect ion policies can be
tailored for different scenarios, such as hotlink protect ion and website backend protect ion.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
The custom protect ion policy feature is implemented by using custom protect ion rules. Custom
protect ion rules include ACL rules and HTTP flood protect ion rules.

An ACL rule filters requests based on precise match condit ions such as client  IP addresses, request
URLs, and common request  headers.

An HTTP flood protect ion rule filters requests based on the precise match condit ions and rate
limit ing you have configured.

LimitsLimits
The number and specificat ions of custom rules that can be configured vary based on the edit ions of
subscript ion WAF instances.

Specification Description Pro edition
Business
edition

Enterprise
edition and
higher

Number of
custom
protection
rules

The maximum number of custom
protection rules that you can create.

200 per
domain
name

200 per
domain
name

200 per
domain
name

Advanced
match fields

The advanced match fields other than IP
addresses and URLs that you can specify
in custom protection rules.

Not
supported

Supported Supported

Rate limiting
The rate limiting settings in a custom
protection policy. The settings define an
HTTP flood protection rule.

Not
supported

Supported Supported

Custom
statistical
objects

The custom statistical objects other than
IP addresses and sessions that can be
used to configure rate limiting.

Not
supported

Supported Supported

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab and find the Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy sect ion. Then,
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turn on St at usSt at us and click Set t ingsSet t ings.

Not e Not e When the custom protect ion policy feature is enabled, all requests dest ined for
your website are checked by the feature. You can configure a whitelist  rule for Access
Control/Thrott ling to allow requests that match the whitelist  rule to bypass the check. For
more information, see Configure a whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling.

6. Create a custom protect ion rule.

i. On the Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy page, click Creat e Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCreat e Cust om Prot ect ion Policy.

ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name The name of the rule that you want to create.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

The match conditions of the rule. The rule is triggered only when match
conditions are met. Click Add ruleAdd rule to add more conditions. You can add
a maximum of five conditions. If you specify multiple match conditions,
the rule is triggered only after all the match conditions are met.

For more information about conditions, see Fields in match conditions.
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Rat e Limit ingRat e Limit ing

Enables or disables rate limiting. WAF starts calculating the request rate
only when match conditions are met. When you enable rate limiting, you
must configure the parameters to collect statistics.

For more information about rate limiting parameters, see Rate limiting
parameters.

Act ionAct ion

The action to be performed after the rule is triggered. Valid values:

Monit orMonit or: triggers alerts but does not block requests.

BlockBlock: blocks requests.

CAPT CHACAPT CHA: redirects requests to another page to implement CAPTCHA
verification.

St rict  Capt chaSt rict  Capt cha: redirects requests to another page to implement
strict  CAPTCHA verification.

JavaScript  Validat ionJavaScript  Validat ion: triggers JavaScript verification.

If you enable Rat e Limit ingRat e Limit ing, you must specify T T L (Seconds)T T L (Seconds)  during
which the action takes effect.

Not e Not e A certain latency may exist in the statistical process
because WAF collects data from multiple servers in a cluster to
calculate the request rate.

Prot ect ion T ypeProt ect ion T ype

The type of the rule. This parameter is automatically set based on the
status of Rat e Limit ingRat e Limit ing.

If rate limiting is enabled, the value is set to HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion.

If rate limiting is disabled, the value is set to ACLACL.

Parameter Description
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The following table describes the rate limit ing parameters.

Parameter Description

St at ist ical ObjectSt at ist ical Object

The object based on which the request rate is calculated. Valid values:

IPIP: calculates the number of requests from a specific IP address.

SessionSession: calculates the number of requests transmitted over a
specific session.

Cust om-HeaderCust om-Header: calculates the number of requests with the same
specified header content.

Cust om-ParamCust om-Param: calculates the number of requests with the same
specified parameter content.

Cust om-CookieCust om-Cookie: calculates the number of requests with the same
specified cookie content.

Int erval (Seconds)Int erval (Seconds) The time period during which the number of requests is calculated.

T hresholdT hreshold
(Occurrences)(Occurrences)

The maximum number of requests that are allowed from the object
during the specified time period. If this limit is exceeded, rate limiting is
triggered.

St at us CodeSt at us Code

The HTTP status code. After the detection logic takes effect, the number
or percentage of the specified St at us CodeSt at us Code within the specified time
period is calculated. Select either the amount or the percentage.

AmountAmount : the maximum number of the specified HTTP status codes.

Percent age (%)Percent age (%): the maximum percentage of the requests for which
the specified HTTP status code is returned in the total requests.

T ake Ef f ect  ForT ake Ef f ect  For

The objects to which rate limiting is applied. Valid values:

Feat ure Mat ching Object sFeat ure Mat ching Object s : Only requests that meet the mat chmat ch
condit ionscondit ions  of the protection rule are calculated.

Applied DomainsApplied Domains : All requests that are destined for the domain
name are calculated.

iii. Click SaveSave.

After a custom protect ion rule is created, it  is automatically enabled. You can view, disable, edit , or
delete the rule in the rule list  based on your business requirements.

Related informationRelated information
Fields in match condit ions
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can configure a website whitelist  to
allow trusted access requests of the website to be directly routed to the origin server. Trusted access
requests include requests from trusted vulnerability scan tools and trusted authenticated third-party
system endpoints.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
WAF provides mult iple detect ion modules. If  a website is added to WAF, all requests to this website are
automatically detected by the modules that are enabled. To directly route trustworthy requests to
your origin server, you can configure a website whitelist  that allows the requests to bypass all
detect ion modules of WAF.

You can also configure a whitelist  for a specific detect ion module. This allows trusted access requests
to bypass the detect ion of the specific detect ion module. You can configure the following types of
whitelists:

Whitelist  for Web Intrusion Prevention: Trusted access requests are not detected by RegEx
Protect ion Engine or Big Data Deep Learning Engine.

Whitelist  for Data Security: Trusted access requests are not detected by Data Leakage Prevention,
Website Tamper-proofing, or Account Security.

Whitelist  for Bot Management: Trusted access requests are not detected by Bot Threat Intelligence,
Data Risk Control, Intelligent Algorithm, or App Protect ion.

Whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling: Trusted access requests are not detected by HTTP Flood
Protect ion, IP Blacklist , Scan Protect ion, or Custom Protect ion Policy.

Not e Not e We recommend that you create a whitelist  for a specific detect ion module as required.
A whitelist  with more precise rules improves website security. A whitelist  for a detect ion module
provides better security protect ion than a website whitelist .

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the upper-right corner, click Websit e Whit elistWebsit e Whit elist .

6. Create a website whitelist .

i. On the Websit e Whit elistWebsit e Whit elist  page, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

5.Whitelist5.Whitelist
5.1. Configure a website whitelist5.1. Configure a website whitelist
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ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name Specify a name for the rule.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

Specify match conditions for the rule. Click Add ruleAdd rule to add more match
conditions. A maximum of five match conditions are allowed. If you
specify multiple match conditions, the rule is triggered only after all the
match conditions are met.

For more information about match conditions, see Fields in match
conditions.

iii. Click SaveSave.

After you create rules for the whitelist , the rules are automatically enabled. You can view created
rules in the rule list . You can also disable, edit , or delete rules as required.

ReferencesReferences
Fields in match conditions

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can configure a whitelist  for web
intrusion prevention. If  the requests that are dest ined for the website meet specific condit ions, the
Protect ion Rules Engine and Big Data Deep Learning Engine do not detect  the requests. Web intrusion
prevention may block normal access requests based on specific rules. You can use a whitelist  to allow
this type of requests.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Web intrusion prevention protects your website against  common web attacks and zero-day
vulnerabilit ies. Web intrusion prevention provides the following protect ion features:

5.2. Configure a whitelist for web5.2. Configure a whitelist for web
intrusion preventionintrusion prevention
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Protect ion Rules Engine

Big Data Deep Learning Engine

After you enable the preceding protect ion features, normal access requests may be blocked. If  normal
access requests are blocked by the protect ion features, you can configure a whitelist . Then, the
protect ion features do not detect  the requests that meet specific condit ions. We recommend that you
configure a whitelist  based on your business requirements.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Create a whitelist  rule for web intrusion prevention.

i. On the Web Int rusion Prevent ion - Whit elist ingWeb Int rusion Prevent ion - Whit elist ing page, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name

The name of the rule that you want to create.

The name must be 1 to 50 characters in length and can contain letters
and digits.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

The condition based on which requests are allowed. Click Add ruleAdd rule to
add more conditions. You can add a maximum of five conditions. If you
specify multiple conditions, the rule is matched only if all the conditions
are met.

For more information about conditions, see Fields in match conditions.
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Modules BypassingModules Bypassing
CheckCheck

The protection feature that does not detect requests if the requests
meet the specified conditions. Valid values: Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine
and Big Dat a Deep Learning EngineBig Dat a Deep Learning Engine.

If you select Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine, All RulesAll Rules  is automatically
selected. In this case, all rules in the protection rules engine are skipped
for requests. You can specify the rules or rule types that you want to skip
based on your business requirements. To specify the rules or rule types,
perform the following steps:

a. Select Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine.

b. (Optional)If you want to skip specific rules, select IDs of  Specif icIDs of  Specif ic
RulesRules  and enter the IDs of the rules.

To view the IDs of rules, you can click Creat e Rule GroupCreat e Rule Group on the
Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page. The Create Rule Group page displays
all protection rules that are included in WAF. For more information,
see Customize protection rule groups.

Press Enter each time you enter a rule ID. You can enter a maximum
of 50 rule IDs.

Not e Not e You can also create a whitelist  rule on the Securit ySecurit y
ReportReport  page. On the Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion tab of the
page, find the rule ID that you want to manage and click IgnoreIgnore
False Posit ivesFalse Posit ives  in the Actions column. After you click IgnoreIgnore
False Posit ivesFalse Posit ives , WAF automatically generates a whitelist  rule
based on the characteristics of attack requests. You do not
need to manually configure conditions or query rule IDs. For
more information, see View security reports on the Web Security
tab.

c. (Optional)If you want to skip specific types of rules, select Specif icSpecif ic
T ypes of  RulesT ypes of  Rules , select the rule types, and then click Conf irmConf irm.

Parameter Description

iii. Click SaveSave.

After you create the whitelist  rule, the whitelist  rule is automatically enabled. You can view,
disable, edit , or delete the rule in the rule list  based on your business requirements.
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Not ice Not ice By default , a whitelist  rule is permanently valid after you create it . If  you no
longer need a whitelist  rule, you can disable or delete it .

ReferencesReferences
Fields in match conditions

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can configure a whitelist  for Data
Security to allow trusted access requests of the website to bypass the detect ion of Website Tamper-
proofing, Data Leakage Prevention, and Account Security. This whitelist  is used to allow access requests
that are blocked by mistake.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Data Security protects your website against  page content leaks and tampering to ensure the integrity
and confidentiality of website data. It  provides the following detect ion modules:

Website Tamper-proofing

Data Leakage Prevention

Account Security

After the preceding detect ion modules are enabled, normal access requests may be blocked by
mistake. In this case, you can configure a whitelist  to allow trusted access requests to bypass the
detect ion of a specific module in Data Security.

We recommend that you specify rules for the whitelist  as precisely as possible to ensure that only
trusted access requests are allowed.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Create the whitelist  for Data Security.

i. On the Dat a Securit y Cont rol - Whit elist ingDat a Securit y Cont rol - Whit elist ing page, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

5.3. Configure a whitelist for Data5.3. Configure a whitelist for Data
SecuritySecurity
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ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name Specify a name for the rule.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

Specify match conditions for the rule. Click Add ruleAdd rule to add more match
conditions. A maximum of five match conditions are allowed. If you
specify multiple match conditions, the rule is triggered only after all the
match conditions are met.

For more information about match conditions, see Fields in match
conditions.

Modules BypassingModules Bypassing
CheckCheck

Select the detection modules to bypass after the match conditions are
met. Valid Values:

Dat a Leakage Prevent ionDat a Leakage Prevent ion

Websit e T amper-proof ingWebsit e T amper-proof ing

Account  Securit yAccount  Securit y

iii. Click SaveSave.

After you create rules for the whitelist , the rules are automatically enabled. You can view created
rules in the rule list . You can also disable, edit , or delete rules as required.

ReferencesReferences
Fields in match conditions

After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can configure a whitelist  for Bot
Management to allow trusted access requests of the website to bypass the detect ion of Bot Threat
Intelligence, Data Risk Control, Intelligent Algorithm, and App Protect ion. This whitelist  is used to allow
access requests that are blocked by mistake.

5.4. Configure a whitelist for Bot5.4. Configure a whitelist for Bot
ManagementManagement
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Bot Management protects web applications, native applications, and APIs from malicious crawlers. It
provides the following detect ion modules:

Allowed Crawlers

Bot Threat Intelligence

Data Risk Control

App Protect ion

Intelligent Algorithm

After the preceding detect ion modules but Allowed Crawlers are enabled, normal access requests may
be blocked by mistake. In this case, you can configure a whitelist  to allow trusted access requests to
bypass the detect ion of a specific module in Bot Management.

We recommend that you specify rules for the whitelist  as precisely as possible to ensure that only
trusted access requests are allowed.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Create a whitelist  for Bot Management.

i. On the Bot  Management  - Whit elistBot  Management  - Whit elist  page, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.
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ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name Specify a name for the rule.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

Specify match conditions for the rule. Click Add ruleAdd rule to add more match
conditions. A maximum of five match conditions are allowed. If you
specify multiple match conditions, the rule is triggered only after all the
match conditions are met.

For more information about match conditions, see Fields in match
conditions.

Modules BypassingModules Bypassing
CheckCheck

Select the detection modules to bypass after the match conditions are
met. Valid Values:

Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence

Dat a Risk Cont rolDat a Risk Cont rol

Algorit hm ModelAlgorit hm Model

App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion

iii. Click SaveSave.

After you create rules for the whitelist , the rules are automatically enabled. You can view created
rules in the rule list . You can also disable, edit , or delete rules as required.

ReferencesReferences
Fields in match conditions

5.5. Configure a whitelist for Access5.5. Configure a whitelist for Access
Control/ThrottlingControl/Throttling
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After you add a website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can configure a whitelist  for Access
Control/Thrott ling to allow trusted access requests of the website to bypass the detect ion of HTTP
Flood Protect ion, IP Blacklist , Scan Protect ion, and Custom Protect ion Policy. This whitelist  is used to
allow access requests that are blocked by mistake.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Background informationBackground information
Access Control/Thrott ling provides custom access control policies and traffic management policies at
the application layer to ensure website accessibility. It  provides the following detect ion modules:

HTTP Flood Protect ion

IP Blacklist

Scan Protect ion

Custom Protect ion Policy

After the preceding detect ion modules are enabled, normal access requests may be blocked by
mistake. In this case, you can configure a whitelist  to allow trusted access requests to bypass the
detect ion of a specific module in Access Control/Thrott ling.

We recommend that you specify rules for the whitelist  as precisely as possible to ensure that only
trusted access requests are allowed.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Create a whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling.

i. On the Access Cont rol/T hrot t ling - Whit elist ingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling - Whit elist ing page, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.
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ii. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule dialog box, configure the following parameters.

Parameter Description

Rule nameRule name Specify a name for the rule.

Mat ching Condit ionMat ching Condit ion

Specify match conditions for the rule. Click Add ruleAdd rule to add more match
conditions. A maximum of five match conditions are allowed. If you
specify multiple match conditions, the rule is triggered only after all the
match conditions are met.

For more information about match conditions, see Fields in match
conditions.

Modules BypassingModules Bypassing
CheckCheck

Select the detection modules to bypass after the match conditions are
met. Valid Values:

HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion

Cust om RulesCust om Rules

IP BlacklistIP Blacklist

Ant i-ScanAnt i-Scan

iii. Click SaveSave.

After you create rules for the whitelist , the rules are automatically enabled. You can view created
rules in the rule list . You can also disable, edit , or delete rules as required.

ReferencesReferences
Fields in match conditions
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You must add match condit ions to rules when you configure a whitelist  and customize protect ion
policies for Web Application Firewall (WAF). This topic describes the fields that you can use in the match
condit ions and their descript ions.

Match conditions and actionsMatch conditions and actions
In the WAF console, you can customize rules for whitelists and protect ion policies. A custom rule
consists of match condit ions and act ions. When you create a rule, you must specify the match fields,
logical operators, and match content to add match condit ions. You also need to select  an act ion that
is triggered when requests match the condit ions you specify.

Mat ch condit ionsMat ch condit ions

Each match condit ion consists of a match field, logical operator, and match content. The match
content does not support  regular expressions. You can add a maximum of five match condit ions to a
custom rule, and the logical relat ion among the condit ions is AND. The custom rule works only when
all the match condit ions are met.

Act ionAct ion

When you configure a whitelist  rule, you must select  features for Modules Bypassing Check so that
requests that meet match condit ions bypass the corresponding checks. When you configure custom
protect ion policies, you must select  an act ion that is triggered for requests that meet match
condit ions. For more information, see the following topics:

Configure a website whitelist

Configure a whitelist  for web intrusion prevention

Configure a whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling

Configure a whitelist  for Bot Management

Configure a whitelist  for Data Security

Create a custom protect ion policy

Supported match fieldsSupported match fields
The following table lists the match fields that are supported in match condit ions.

Match field Edition Logical operator Description

IPIP
Pro edition
or higher

Has and Does not
have

The source IP address of an access request. You can
enter IP addresses or CIDR blocks, for example,
1.1.1.1/24.

Not e Not e You can enter a maximum of 50 IP
addresses or CIDR blocks. Separate them with
commas (,).

6.Fields in match conditions6.Fields in match conditions
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URLURL
Pro edition
or higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

URI Path Match

Regular
Expression

The URL of an access request.

Ref ererRef erer
Pro edition
or higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

Does not exist

The URL of the source page from which the access
request is redirected.

User-AgentUser-Agent
Pro edition
or higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

The browser information of the client that init iates
access requests. The information includes the
browser, rendering engine, and version.

ParamsParams
Pro edition
or higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

The parameter part in the request URL, usually the
part that follows the question mark (?) in the URL.
For example, in  www.abc.com/index.html?
action=login ,  action=login  is the
parameter part.

Match field Edition Logical operator Description
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CookieCookie
Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

Does not exist

The cookie information in an access request.

Cont ent -Cont ent -
T ypeT ype

Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

The HTTP content type (MIME) in the response.

Cont ent -Cont ent -
Lengt hLengt h

Business
edition or
higher

Value less than,
Value equals, and
Value more than

The number of bytes in the response.

X-X-
ForwardedForwarded
-For-For

Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

Does not exist

The actual IP address of the client that init iates
access requests. X-Forwarded-For (XFF) is an HTTP
header field. It  is used to identify the originating IP
address of a client that connects to the server
through an HTTP proxy or a Server Load Balancer
(SLB) instance. XFF is only included in the access
requests that are forwarded by the HTTP proxy or
SLB instance.

Post -BodyPost -Body
Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

The content of an access request.

Ht t p-Ht t p-
Met hodMet hod

Business
edition or
higher

Equals and Does
not equal

The request method, such as GET, POST, DELETE,
PUT, and OPTIONS.

Match field Edition Logical operator Description
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HeaderHeader
Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

Length equals,
Length more
than, and
Length less
than

Does not exist

The header of an access request, which is used to
customize the HTTP header.

URLPat hURLPat h
Business
edition or
higher

Includes and
Does not
include

Equals and
Does not equal

URI Path Match

Regular
Expression

The URL path of an access request.

Match field Edition Logical operator Description

Logical operatorsLogical operators

Logical operator Description

Has and Does not have Whether the match field has the match content.

Includes and Does not include Whether the match field includes the match content.

Equals and Does not equal Whether the match field equals the match content.

Length equals, Length more
than, and Length less than

The length of the match field is equal to, greater than, or less than that of
the match content.

Does not exist The match field does not exist.

Value less than, Value equals,
and Value more than

The value of the match field is less than, equal to, or greater than that of
the match content.

URI Path Match The prefix of the match field contains the match content.

Regular Expression
The match field matches the regular expression defined in the match
content.
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You can use the protect ion rules provided by Web Application Firewall (WAF) to customize your rule
groups for a specific protect ion feature, such as Protect ion Rules Engine, also known as web
application protect ion. If  default  protect ion rule groups do not meet your business requirements, we
recommend that you customize protect ion rule groups to protect  your website.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance must meet the following requirements:

The instance uses the subscript ion billing method.

If  the instance is deployed in mainland Chinain mainland China, the instance must be of the BusinessBusiness edit ion or
higher.

If  the instance is deployed out side mainland Chinaout side mainland China, the instance must be of the Ent erpriseEnt erprise
edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

ContextContext
Only the Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine feature supports custom protect ion rule groups. For more
information about Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine, see Configure the protect ion rules engine feature.

Use a custom rule groupUse a custom rule group
Before you can use a custom rule group, you must complete the following steps:

1. Create a rule group: Create a custom rule group for a specific protect ion feature.

2. Apply the rule group: Apply the created rule group to your website.

Create a rule groupCreate a rule group
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. (Optional)On the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page, click the tab of the protect ion feature for which
you want to create a custom rule group.

Not e Not e You can skip this step because only the web applicat ion prot ect ionweb applicat ion prot ect ion feature
supports custom protect ion rule groups. The Web Applicat ion Prot ect ionWeb Applicat ion Prot ect ion tab automatically
appears.

The tab displays default  and custom rule groups.

Default  rule group: Default  rule groups are Loose rule groupLoose rule group, Medium rule groupMedium rule group, and St rictSt rict
rule grouprule group.

7.Customize protection rule7.Customize protection rule
groupsgroups
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You can click a value in the Built -in Rule NumberBuilt -in Rule Number column to view information about the built-in
rules of the default  rule group.

Not e Not e Default  rule groups cannot be edited or deleted.

Custom rule group: You can create a custom rule group on the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page.

5. Click Creat e Rule GroupCreat e Rule Group.

Not e Not e You can create a maximum of 10 rule groups for the web application protect ion
feature.

6. Complete the Creat e Rule GroupCreat e Rule Group wizard.

i. Specif y rule inf ormat ionSpecif y rule inf ormat ion. Configure the following parameters and click Next : Apply t oNext : Apply t o
Websit esWebsit es.
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Parameter Description

Rule Group NameRule Group Name

Enter a name for the rule group.

The name is used to identify the rule group. We recommend that
you enter an informative name.

Rule Group T emplat eRule Group T emplat e

Select a rule group template from which you want to select rules
for the rule group. Valid values:

St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group

Medium rule groupMedium rule group

Loose rule groupLoose rule group

Different rule group templates contain different rules. After you
select the rule group template and turn on Automatic Update, each
time a rule in the rule group template is updated, the rule is also
updated in the created rule group.

Descript ionDescript ion Enter a description for the rule group.
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Aut omat ic Updat eAut omat ic Updat e

If you turn on this switch, each time a rule in the rule group
template is updated, the rule is also updated in the created rule
group.

Not e Not e Some custom rule groups do not support the
automatic update feature. In this case, we recommend that you
create custom rule groups to replace these rule groups.

Select  RuleSelect  Rule

Specify rules for the rule group.

The Select ed RulesSelect ed Rules  tab lists all rules in the rule group template
that you select. You must select rules that are not applicable or
may cause false posit ives, and click Remove Select ed RulesRemove Select ed Rules .

You can use the filter or search feature to find the rules that you
want to remove. You can filter rules by Prot ect ion T ypeProt ect ion T ype,
Applicat ion T ypeApplicat ion T ype, or Risk LevelRisk Level . You can also enter the name or
ID of a rule to search for the rule.

Risk LevelRisk Level: indicates the risk level of web attacks. Valid values:
HighHigh, MediumMedium, and LowLow .

Prot ect ion T ypeProt ect ion T ype: indicates the type of web attacks. Valid
values: SQL Inject ionSQL Inject ion, Cross-sit e ScriptCross-sit e Script , Code Execut ionCode Execut ion,
Local File InclusionLocal File Inclusion, Remot e File InclusionRemot e File Inclusion, WebshellWebshell , and
Ot hersOt hers .

Applicat ion T ypeApplicat ion T ype: indicates the type of the protected web
application. Valid values: CommonCommon, WordpressWordpress , DedecmsDedecms ,
DiscuzDiscuz , PhpcmsPhpcms , EcshopEcshop, ShopexShopex, DrupalDrupal, JoomlaJoomla, Met inf oMet inf o ,
St rut s2St rut s2, Spring BootSpring Boot , JbossJboss , WeblogicWeblogic , WebsphereWebsphere,
T omcatT omcat , Elast ic SearchElast ic Search, T hinkphpT hinkphp, Fast jsonFast json, ImageMagickImageMagick,
PHPwindPHPwind, phpMyAdminphpMyAdmin, and Ot hersOt hers .

Parameter Description

Not e Not e If  you do not want to immediately apply a rule group after you create it , click
SaveSave to complete the wizard. If  you want to apply the rule group later, you can edit  the
rule group again.
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ii. (Optional)Apply t he creat ed rule group t o a websit eApply t he creat ed rule group t o a websit e. To do this, you must select  the
website from the Websit es not  Added t o WAFWebsit es not  Added t o WAF sect ion and add the website to the
Websit es Added t o WAFWebsit es Added t o WAF sect ion.

Not ice Not ice You can apply only one rule group to a website.

iii. Click SaveSave.

You can view the created rule group in the rule group list  and select  the website to which you want
to apply the rule group. For more information, see Apply the rule group.

After the rule group is created, you can view the t ime when the rule group was created in the
Updat ed On:Updat ed On: column on the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page and determine whether to update the
rule group.

Apply the rule groupApply the rule group
After you create a custom rule group, you can apply it  by using one of the following methods:

On the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page, apply the rule group to a website. The following procedure is
provided for this scenario.

On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, select  the rule group from the Protect ion Rule Group drop-down
list  in the Protect ion Rules Engine card.
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For more information, see Configure the protection rules engine feature.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. (Optional)On the Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group page, click the tab of the protect ion feature for which
you want to apply a rule group.

Not e Not e You can skip this step because only the web applicat ion prot ect ionweb applicat ion prot ect ion feature
supports custom protect ion rule groups. The Web Applicat ion Prot ect ionWeb Applicat ion Prot ect ion tab automatically
appears.

5. In the rule group list , f ind the rule group that you want to apply and click Apply t o Websit eApply t o Websit e in the
Action column.

6. On the Apply t o Websit eApply t o Websit e page, select  the website to which you want to apply the rule group
from the Websit es not  Added t o WAFWebsit es not  Added t o WAF sect ion, add the website to the Websit es Added t oWebsit es Added t o
WAFWAF sect ion, and then click SaveSave.

Not ice Not ice You must apply one rule group to each website.
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After the rule group is applied, you can view the website in the Websit eWebsit e column in the rule group
list .

What to do nextWhat to do next
You can perform the following operations to manage the created rule group on the Prot ect ion RuleProt ect ion Rule
GroupGroup page:

CopyCopy: allows you to copy the configurations of the rule group.

The following figure shows the Copy Rule Group page. On this page, you can change the sett ings for
Rule Group NameRule Group Name, Descript ionDescript ion, and Aut omat ic Updat eAut omat ic Updat e. However, you cannot change the sett ing
for Rule Group T emplat eRule Group T emplat e or the rule sett ings. If  you want to change the rule sett ings, we
recommend that you copy the rule group and change the rule sett ings in the copied rule group.
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EditEdit : allows you to change the name, descript ion, and rule sett ings of the rule group. Default  rule
groups cannot be edited.

Delet eDelet e: allows you to delete the rule group. Default  rule groups cannot be deleted.

Before you delete a custom rule group, make sure that it  is not applied to a website. If  the rule group
is applied to a website, apply a different rule group to the website before you delete the rule group.
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After you add your website to Web Application Firewall (WAF), you can enable the IPv6 traffic
protect ion feature for the website with a few clicks. This feature protects your website against  attacks
that originate from IPv6 sources.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A subscript ion WAF instance is purchased. The WAF instance runs the Business, Enterprise, or Exclusive
edit ion. For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

The WAF instance resides in mainland China.

Not e Not e IPv6 traffic protect ion is not supported for WAF instances that reside outside
mainland China.

Your website is added to WAF. For more information, see Add a domain name.

ContextContext
After IPv6 traffic protect ion is enabled, the Canonical Name (CNAME) that is automatically generated by
WAF is resolved in two channels. Take note of the following resolut ion rules:

Resolution requests from IPv4 clients are resolved to a protect ion cluster for IPv4 addresses.

Resolution requests from IPv6 clients are resolved to a protect ion cluster for IPv6 addresses.

Two-channel resolut ion allows WAF to detect  and block threats that originate from IPv4 and IPv6
sources. Only normal traffic is forwarded to origin servers.

In addit ion, you can enable the feature of forwarding requests to origin servers over IPv6. To enable this
feature, you must configure back-to-origin IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and select  Use t he SameUse t he Same
Prot ocolProt ocol. This way, WAF forwards requests to origin servers based on the protocol that is specified in
the requests. For more information, see Add a domain name.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. In the domain name listdomain name list , f ind the domain name that you want to manage, and turn on the
IPv6IPv6switch in the Quick AccessQuick Access column.

8.Enable IPv6 traffic protection8.Enable IPv6 traffic protection
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5. In the T ipsT ips message, click OKOK.

What's nextWhat's next
After IPv6 is enabled, WAF uses new back-to-origin Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) blocks to
forward the requests from the IPv6 clients to origin servers.

To ensure that origin servers can receive the requests forwarded by WAF, you must configure the origin
servers to allow the requests from the new back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF. This applies especially
when you have configured the origin servers to allow requests from only the back-to-origin CIDR blocks
of WAF. If  you do not configure the origin servers to allow the requests from the new back-to-origin
CIDR blocks of WAF, access from IPv6 clients may encounter errors or fail. For more information, see
Allow access from back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF and Configure protection for an origin server.
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If  this is the first  t ime you add a domain name to WAF, we recommend that you learn more about
website protect ion. This topic describes how to select  protect ion modules and configure protect ion
policies of WAF from the perspective of different roles to meet business requirements in different
scenarios. By reading this topic, you can understand the protect ion logic of WAF.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Your website configurations are added to WAF. For more information, see Add a domain name.

Usage notesUsage notes
All the descript ions in this topic are based on the fact  that you have enabled the recommended
website protect ion features. If  you have not enabled such features, enable and configure them based
on the feature descript ions.

Unless otherwise specified, the recommended website protect ion features are configured on the
Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page. Perform the following operations to go to the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

OverviewOverview
This topic provides the recommended website protect ion features based on roles and business
requirements. You can decide which features to enable based on your business requirements.

I am new to WAF. I am unsure of my security needs

I am an O&M engineer. I require reliable services and convenient troubleshooting

I am a security engineer. I need to comprehensively prevent web intrusion

I want to achieve the strongest  protect ion and radically block attacks

My website is often crawled and is at  risk of data breach or tampering

I am new to WAF. I am unsure of my security needsI am new to WAF. I am unsure of my security needs
You may have purchased a WAF instance based on a need for classified protect ion or the intention to
improve the security level of your enterprise. In either case, you can add your website configurations to
WAF and then use the default  protect ion sett ings of WAF. The default  protect ion sett ings are
sufficient  to protect  your website from the majority of basic web threats.

We recommend that you browse the OverviewOverview and Securit y reportSecurit y report  pages in the Web Application
Firewall console to understand the security situations of your business and the attacks it  may face. For
more information, see the following topics:

9.Best practices for protection9.Best practices for protection
settingssettings
9.1. Best practices for website9.1. Best practices for website
protectionprotection
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View Protect ion History on the WAF Overview Page

View Security Reports

I am an O&M engineer. I require reliable services and convenientI am an O&M engineer. I require reliable services and convenient
troubleshootingtroubleshooting
We recommend that you enable the following website protect ion features after you add your website
configurations to WAF:

Websit e Whit elist ingWebsit e Whit elist ing: You can configure a whitelist  to allow requests that meet the specific
condit ions without the need to perform a check.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click Websit e Whit elist ingWebsit e Whit elist ing in the upper-right corner.
On the Website Whitelist ing page, create a whitelist . For more information, see Configure a website
whitelist.

To implement more precise protect ion, you can also configure a whitelist  for a specific protect ion
module. For more information, see the following topics:

Whitelist  for Web Intrusion Prevention: Trusted access requests are not detected by RegEx
Protect ion Engine or Big Data Deep Learning Engine.

Whitelist  for Data Security: Trusted access requests are not detected by Data Leakage Prevention,
Website Tamper-proofing, or Account Security.

Whitelist  for Bot Management: Trusted access requests are not detected by Bot Threat
Intelligence, Data Risk Control, Intelligent Algorithm, or App Protect ion.

Whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling: Trusted access requests are not detected by HTTP Flood
Protect ion, IP Blacklist , Scan Protect ion, or Custom Protect ion Policy.

IP BlacklistIP Blacklist : This feature allows you to configure an IP address blacklist  to block requests from IP
addresses and CIDR blocks that are irrelevant to your business and from IP addresses in specific
regions. For example, if  a local government forum is accessed only by local IP addresses, you can add
IP addresses from other regions to a regional blacklist . If  your website does not have users outside
China, you can add all the regions outside China to a regional blacklist .

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. Find the
IP BlacklistIP Blacklist  card and configure the required parameters. For more information, see Configure a
blacklist.

Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy: This feature allows you to customize access control lists (ACLs) or
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thrott ling policies. For example, you can allow access to an API only from specific IP addresses or user
agents and configure an upper limit  for specific types of requests. You can also use this feature to
defend against  HTTP flood attacks, crawler attacks, and some special web attacks.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. Find the
Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy card and configure the required parameters. For more information, see
Create a custom protection policy.

Account  Securit yAccount  Securit y: This feature allows you to monitor user authentication-related interfaces, such
as the interfaces used for registrat ion and logon, to detect  events that may pose a threat to user
credentials. These threats include credential stuffing, brute-force attacks, account registrat ions
launched by bots, weak password sniffing, and SMS interface abuse.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Dat a Securit yDat a Securit y
sect ion, f ind Account  Securit yAccount  Securit y. In the Account Security card, click Set t ingsSet t ings and configure the
required parameters. For more information, see Configure account security.

I am a security engineer. I need to comprehensively prevent webI am a security engineer. I need to comprehensively prevent web
intrusionintrusion
We recommend that you enable the following website protect ion features after you add your website
configurations to WAF:

Decoding Set t ingsDecoding Set t ings: This feature allows you to specify a decoding method for the WAF engine
based on your business coding scheme to maximize protect ion for your website. A proper decoding
method allows the WAF engine to effect ively identify traffic and achieve precise prevention. WAF
uses all the 13 decoding methods by default . You can filter out unnecessary methods to avoid
unnecessary parsing and false blocking.
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Web Int rusionWeb Int rusion
Prevent ionPrevent ion sect ion, f ind RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine. In the RegEx Protect ion Engine card, specify
Decoding Set t ingsDecoding Set t ings. For more information, see Configure the protection rules engine feature.

Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group: This feature allows you to select  protect ion rules from a built-in protect ion
rule set  based on the form, framework, and middleware of your business system. You can use these
rules to customize a rule group to prevent web attacks and apply the rule group to your website. We
recommend that you use this feature to configure web intrusion prevention policies for your website.
If  you want to configure prevention policies for a single URL, we recommend that you use the Custom
Protect ion Policy feature.

Operations: Log on to the Web Application Firewall console and choose Syst em ManagementSyst em Management  > >
Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group. On the Protect ion Rule Group page, customize the rule group for web
attack prevention and apply the rule group to your website. For more information, see Customize
protection rule groups.

Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy: This feature allows you to customize access control lists (ACLs) or
thrott ling policies. For example, you can allow access to an API only from specific IP addresses or user
agents and configure an upper limit  for specific types of requests. You can also use this feature to
defend against  HTTP flood attacks, crawler attacks, and some special web attacks.
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. Find the
Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy card and configure the required parameters. For more information, see
Create a custom protection policy.

Big Dat a Deep Learning EngineBig Dat a Deep Learning Engine (WarnWarn mode): The Big Data Deep Learning Engine is trained based
on the intelligence of hundreds of millions of samples generated on the cloud every day. This makes
up for the weaknesses of the RegEx Protect ion Engine, especially in terms of defense against
deformed or unknown attacks. We recommend that you enable the Big Data Deep Learning Engine in
WarnWarn mode. Then, observe the anomalies that are detected by the engine over a period of one to
two weeks. If  the engine works properly, switch to the BlockBlock mode.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Web Int rusionWeb Int rusion
Prevent ionPrevent ion sect ion, f ind Big Dat a Deep Learning EngineBig Dat a Deep Learning Engine. In the Big Data Deep Learning Engine
card, turn on St at usSt at us and set  ModeMode to WarnWarn. For more information, see Configure the deep learning
engine feature.

Posit ive Securit y ModelPosit ive Securit y Model (WarnWarn mode): The posit ive security model is built  based on the learning of
the traffic in the current domain name. The model specifies the types and lengths of request
parameters and whether the parameters are required. After the model is built , if  a request  does not
match the characterist ics described in the model, an alert  is generated. The posit ive security model in
WarnWarn mode allows you to effect ively detect  anomalies and threats to your business. If  the detected
requests are useless to your business, you can enable the BlockBlock mode.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the AdvancedAdvanced
prot ect ionprot ect ion sect ion, f ind Posit ive Securit y ModelPosit ive Securit y Model. In the Posit ive Security Model card, turn on
St at usSt at us and set  ModeMode to WarnWarn. For more information, see Configure the posit ive security model.

Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion (Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks, Direct ory T raversalDirect ory T raversal
Prevent ionPrevent ion, Scanning T ool BlockingScanning T ool Blocking, and Collaborat ive Def enseCollaborat ive Def ense): This feature helps reduce the
threats generated by your scanner from mult iple dimensions, such as intelligence, scanner features,
and scan behavior.
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. In the
Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion card, enable all functions and specify appropriate thresholds. For more
information, see Configure scan protection.

I want to achieve the strongest protection and radically blockI want to achieve the strongest protection and radically block
attacksattacks
We recommend that you enable the following website protect ion features after you add your website
configurations to WAF:

RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine (St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group)

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. In the
Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion sect ion, f ind RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine. In the RegEx Protect ion Engine
card, set  Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group to St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Big Dat a Deep Learning EngineBig Dat a Deep Learning Engine (BlockBlock mode): The Big Data Deep Learning Engine is trained based
on the intelligence of hundreds of millions of samples generated on the cloud every day. This makes
up for the weaknesses of the RegEx Protect ion Engine, especially in terms of defense against
deformed or unknown attacks. To achieve the strongest  protect ion, we recommend that you enable
the BlockBlock mode.
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Web Int rusionWeb Int rusion
Prevent ionPrevent ion sect ion, f ind Big Dat a Deep Learning EngineBig Dat a Deep Learning Engine. In the Big Data Deep Learning Engine
card, turn on St at usSt at us and set  ModeMode to BlockBlock. For more information, see Configure the deep learning
engine feature.

Posit ive Securit y ModelPosit ive Securit y Model (BlockBlock mode): The posit ive security model is built  based on the learning of
the traffic in the current domain name. The model specifies the types and lengths of request
parameters and whether the parameters are required. After the model is built , if  a request  does not
match the characterist ics described in the model, an alert  is generated. To achieve the strongest
protect ion, we recommend that you enable the BlockBlock mode.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the AdvancedAdvanced
Prot ect ionProt ect ion sect ion, f ind Posit ive Securit y ModelPosit ive Securit y Model. In the Posit ive Security Model card, turn on
St at usSt at us and set  ModeMode to BlockBlock. For more information, see Configure the posit ive security model.

Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion (Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks, Direct ory T raversalDirect ory T raversal
Prevent ionPrevent ion, Scanning T ool BlockingScanning T ool Blocking, and Collaborat ive Def enseCollaborat ive Def ense): This feature helps reduce the
threats generated by your scanner from mult iple dimensions, such as intelligence, scanner features,
and scan behavior.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. In the
Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion card, enable all functions and specify appropriate thresholds. For more
information, see Configure scan protection.

IP BlacklistIP Blacklist : This feature allows you to configure an IP address blacklist  to block requests from IP
addresses and CIDR blocks that are irrelevant to your business and from IP addresses in specific
regions. For example, if  a local government forum is accessed only by local IP addresses, you can add
IP addresses from other regions to a regional blacklist . If  your website does not have users outside
China, you can add all the regions outside China to a regional blacklist .
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. Find the
IP BlacklistIP Blacklist  card and configure the required parameters. For more information, see Configure a
blacklist.

My website is often crawled and is at risk of data breach orMy website is often crawled and is at risk of data breach or
tamperingtampering
We recommend that you enable the following website protect ion features after you add your website
configurations to WAF:

Dat a Risk Cont rolDat a Risk Cont rol: This feature is best  suited for defending against  bot traffic that is generated by
scripts or automated tools and dest ined for specific APIs for logon, registrat ion, and order placing.

Not e Not e Data risk control depends on JavaScript  plug-ins and is applicable only to web pages.
Do not use this feature in applications. If  you are not sure whether this feature is suitable for your
API, submit  a t icket  or contact  the technical support  by using DingTalk.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the Dat a RiskDat a Risk
Cont rolCont rol card, configure the required parameters. For more information, see Configure data risk control.

Dat a Leakage Prevent ionDat a Leakage Prevent ion: This feature allows you to filter sensit ive information in the returned
content, such as abnormal pages and keywords, from the server. The sensit ive information includes ID
numbers, bank card numbers, telephone numbers, and sensit ive words.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Dat a Securit yDat a Securit y
sect ion, f ind Dat a Leakage Prevent ionDat a Leakage Prevent ion. In the Data Leakage Prevention card, configure the required
parameters. For more information, see Configure data leakage prevention.
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Websit e T amper-proof ingWebsit e T amper-proof ing: This feature allows you to lock specified web pages to avoid content
tampering. When a locked web page receives a request, a cached page you have preconfigured is
returned.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Dat a Securit yDat a Securit y
sect ion, f ind Websit e T amper-proof ingWebsit e T amper-proof ing. In the Website Tamper-proofing card, configure the
required parameters. For more information, see Configure website tamper-proofing.

Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy: You can enable JavaScript  verificat ion for frequently crawled stat ic web
pages at  one click to block most scripts and automated programs. You can also use fine-grained
frequency control to enable slider verificat ion for sessions from which access requests are init iated at
an abnormally high frequency.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. Find the
Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy card and configure the required parameters. For more information, see
Create a custom protection policy.

Account  Securit yAccount  Securit y: This feature allows you to monitor user authentication-related interfaces, such
as the interfaces used for registrat ion and logon, to detect  events that may pose a threat to user
credentials. These threats include credential stuffing, brute-force attacks, account registrat ions
launched by bots, weak password sniffing, and SMS interface abuse.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. In the Dat a Securit yDat a Securit y
sect ion, f ind Account  Securit yAccount  Securit y. In the Account Security card, click Set t ingsSet t ings and configure the
required parameters. For more information, see Configure account security.

Allowed CrawlersAllowed Crawlers: This feature maintains a whitelist  of authorized search engines, such as Google,
Bing, Baidu, Sogou and Yandex. The crawlers of these search engines are allowed to access the
specified domain names.
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Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the AllowedAllowed
CrawlersCrawlers card, configure the required parameters. For more information, see Configure the allowed
crawlers function.

Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence: This feature provides information about suspicious IP addresses used by
dialers, data centers, and malicious scanners. This feature also maintains an IP address library of
malicious crawlers and prevents crawlers from accessing your website or specific directories.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the Bot  T hreatBot  T hreat
Int elligenceInt elligence card, configure the required parameters. For more information, see Set a bot threat
intelligence rule.

App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion: This feature provides secure connections and anti-bot protect ion for native apps
and can identify proxies, emulators, and requests with invalid signatures.

Operations: On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, click the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab. In the AppApp
Prot ect ionProt ect ion card, configure the required parameters. For more information, see Configure application
protection.

9.2. Best practices for the protection9.2. Best practices for the protection
rules enginerules engine
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This topic describes best  pract ices for the protect ion rules engine provided by Web Application Firewall
(WAF).

ScenariosScenarios
WAF protects your website against  web attacks, such as SQL inject ions, XSS attacks, remote code
executions, and webshell attacks. For more information about web attacks, see Definit ions of common
web vulnerabilit ies.

Not e Not e WAF cannot defend against  server intrusions caused by host  security issues, such as
unauthorized access to ApsaraDB for Redis or ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL.

Configure protection policiesConfigure protection policies
By default , Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine is enabled and Protect ion Rule Group is set  to Medium rule group
after you add your website to WAF. This blocks common attacks. You can go to the Websit eWebsit e
Prot ect ionProt ect ion page to view the status of Prot ect ion Rules EngineProt ect ion Rules Engine and configure protect ion policies.
For more information, see Configure the protection rules engine.

Prot ect ion st at us descript ionProt ect ion st at us descript ion

St at usSt at us: Turn on or off the switch to enable or disable the protect ion rules engine. This engine is
enabled by default .

ModeMode: Select  the act ion that you want WAF to take on requests when WAF detects attacks. Valid
values:

BlockBlock: WAF automatically blocks requests and logs attacks in the backend.

WarnWarn: WAF does not block requests but logs attacks in the backend.

Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group: Select  a group of protect ion rules that you want to apply. Valid values:
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Medium rule groupMedium rule group: blocks common web application attacks in a standard way. These attacks
can bypass protect ion policies.

St rict  rule groupSt rict  rule group: blocks web application attacks in a strict  way. These attacks can bypass
complex protect ion policies.

Loose rule groupLoose rule group: blocks common web application attacks.

Not e Not e These sett ings take effect  only when you enable the protect ion rules engine.

If  you use WAF Business or Enterprise in mainland China or WAF Enterprise outside mainland China, you
can customize protect ion rule groups. The custom rule groups combine all protect ion rules provided
by WAF and provide specific protect ion policies for your website. For more information, see Customize
protection rule groups.

Recommended conf igurat ionsRecommended conf igurat ions

If you are not clear about the characterist ics of your business traffic, we recommend that you set
Mode to WarnWarn. After one or two weeks, analyze the attack logs in this mode.

If  the attack logs show that normal traffic is not blocked, you can set  Mode to BlockBlock.

If  the attack logs show that normal traffic is blocked, you can contact  Alibaba Cloud security
experts to resolve the issue.

If  you add phpMyAdmin and development technology forums to WAF for protect ion, WAF may block
normal traffic. If  this occurs, we recommend that you contact  Alibaba Cloud security experts to
resolve the issue.

We recommend that you take note of the following points:

Do not pass raw SQL statements or JavaScript  code in the HTTP requests for your normal business.

Do not use special keywords, such as UPDATE or SET, in the paths for normal business URLs. For
example, do not use  www.example.com/abc/update/mod.php?set=1 .

Do not use a browser to upload files that exceed 50 MB. We recommend that you upload the files
by using OSS or other methods. For more information, see Get started with OSS.

View protection effectsView protection effects
After you enable the protect ion rules engine, you can view its protect ion records. To view the records,
click Securit y reportSecurit y report . On the page that appears, click Web Securit yWeb Securit y and view the report  on the WebWeb
Int rusion Prevent ionInt rusion Prevent ion tab. For more information, see View Security Reports.
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The Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion tab provides charts that display attack records over the last  30 days.
The sect ion below the charts lists specific attack records. You can select  Regular Prot ect ionRegular Prot ect ion, f ind an
attack record, and click View Det ailsView Det ails to view the attack details. The following figure shows an SQL
inject ion request  that is blocked by WAF.

Not e Not e If  you find that WAF blocks normal traffic, we recommend that you configure a
whitelist  for the blocked URLs in the Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion sect ion and then contact  Alibaba
Cloud security experts to find a solut ion. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for web
intrusion prevention.

View rule updatesView rule updates
WAF updates protect ion rules and releases protect ion bullet ins in a t imely manner to fix known and
zero-day vulnerabilit ies. To view Rule updat es not iceRule updat es not ice, go to the Product  Inf ormat ionProduct  Inf ormat ion page. For
more information, see View product information.

Not e Not e Web attacks have more than one proof of concept (POC). Alibaba Cloud security
experts conduct a thorough analysis of vulnerability principles to ensure that published web
protect ion rules cover all disclosed and undisclosed vulnerabilit ies.

9.3. Best practices for preventing9.3. Best practices for preventing
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This topic describes common types of HTTP flood attacks and how to defend against  them by using
protect ion policies offered by WAF.

OverviewOverview
You can determine which protect ion policies to use based on the attack type.

Volumetric and high-rate HTTP flood attacks

Attacks from regions outside China and public clouds

Malformed packets

API abuse

Malicious scans

App attacks

Malicious crawlers

Volumetric and high-rate HTTP flood attacksVolumetric and high-rate HTTP flood attacks
In volumetric HTTP flood attacks, a zombie server sends requests at  a higher frequency than a normal
server does. To prevent such attacks, the most effect ive measure is to limit  the request  rate of request
sources. WAF provides the Rat e Limit ingRat e Limit ing function for this purpose. You can configure this function
from the Cust om Prot ect ion PolicyCust om Prot ect ion Policy page. For more information, see Create a custom protection policy.

You can configure a rule, as shown in the following figure. The rule blocks all IP addresses that init iate
more than 1,000 requests in a 30 second interval to any path under the domain name. The blocking
period lasts for 10 hours. This rule is used to protect  small and medium-sized websites.

9.3. Best practices for preventing9.3. Best practices for preventing
HTTP flood attacksHTTP flood attacks
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You can modify the protected path, adjust  the threshold, and select  the optimal act ion to best  suit
your protect ion requirements. For example, to prevent credential stuffing on logon endpoints, you can
set Mat ching f ieldMat ching f ield to URL and Mat ching cont entMat ching cont ent  to  /login.php , and block IP addresses that send
more than 20 requests to access the path within 60 seconds.

Note the following points when you configure HTTP flood protect ion policies:

Capt chaCapt cha and St rict  Capt chaSt rict  Capt cha in the Act ionAct ion drop-down list  aim to verify whether requests originate
from a human or an automation script. You can use these two act ions to protect  common and HTML5
web pages, but not native apps or APIs. To protect  the native apps and APIs, set  Act ionAct ion to blockblock.

You can configure whitelist  policies for APIs or IP addresses that may be mistakenly blocked by HTTP
flood protect ion on the Access Cont rol/T hrot t lingAccess Cont rol/T hrot t ling tab. For more information, see Configure a
whitelist  for Access Control/Thrott ling.

Do not select  the Prot ect ion-emergencyProt ect ion-emergency mode for native apps or APIs in the HT T P FloodHT T P Flood
Prot ect ionProt ect ion sect ion.
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If  you have purchased an instance of the WAF Enterprise edit ion, you can configure rate limit ing by
using custom stat ist ical objects, IP addresses, and sessions. Blocking IP addresses may affect  NAT. You
can use cookies or parameters that identify users as stat ist ical objects. In the following example, the
request  rate is calculated based on the cookie that is used to identify the user, and Captcha is used to
verify the requests. Assume that the cookie format is as follows:  uid=12345 .

Attacks from regions outside China and public cloudsAttacks from regions outside China and public clouds
A large port ion of HTTP flood attacks originate from regions outside China, on-premises data centers,
and public clouds.
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If  your website targets users inside China, you can block requests from regions outside China to mit igate
this type of attack. WAF provides the Area-based IP BlacklistArea-based IP Blacklist  function for this purpose. For more
information, see Configure a blacklist

If  you need to block the crawler IP addresses of common IP libraries, such as the CIDR blocks of Alibaba
Cloud, Tencent Cloud, and on-premises data centers, you can use the Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence
function on the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  tab.

Not e Not e Many crawlers are deployed on ECS instances. Users do not access your services by
using the source IP addresses of public clouds or on-premises data centers.

Example: You can use the following bot threat intelligence rule to block accesses from the crawler IP
addresses of Tencent Cloud. For more information, see Set a bot threat intelligence rule.

Malformed packetsMalformed packets
Malicious requests in HTTP flood attacks are specially crafted and contain malformed packets.
Malformed packets have the following features:

Abnormal or malformed User-Agent string: has characterist ics of automation tools (such as Python),
is in an incorrect  format (such as  Mozilla/// ), or is impossible to be used in normal requests (such
as  www.example.com ). If  abnormal or malformed User-Agent strings are detected, block the
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requests.

Unusual User-Agent string: Promotional HTML5 pages that target WeChat users are supposed to be
accessed through WeChat. It  is unusual if  the User-Agent string indicates that the request  is sent
from a Windows desktop browser, such as Microsoft  Internet Explorer 6.0. If  unusual User-Agent
strings are detected, block the requests.

Abnormal referer field: If  a request  does not have a referer field or has a referer field that identifies
the addresses of illegit imate websites, block the request. However, when a user visits your homepage
or your website for the first  t ime, the request  may not contain the referer field. If  a URL can only be
accessed by using redirects, you can decide whether to block the URL based on the referer field.

Abnormal cookie: Similar to the referer field, a normal request  contains cookies that identify the
requested websites, unless it  is the first  t ime for the user to visit  your website. Malicious requests in
HTTP flood attacks typically do not contain any cookie information. You can block access requests
without cookies.

Missing HTTP headers: Normal requests contain authorization headers while malicious requests do
not.

Incorrect  request  methods: If  an API has only received POST requests before but is now overwhelmed
by GET requests, you can block these GET requests.

You can analyze the features of requests and set  Protect ion Type to ACLACL from the Cust omCust om
Prot ect ion PolicyProt ect ion Policy page to block malicious requests. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Configuration examples:

Example 1: Block requests that do not contain cookies.

Example 2: Block requests that do not contain authorization headers.
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API abuseAPI abuse
We recommend that you use the data risk control function to protect  important APIs from attacks.
These APIs include logon, registrat ion, voting, and SMS verificat ion APIs.

Data risk control injects a JavaScript  snippet into your website and collects information about user
behaviors and environment variables to determine whether requests originate from a human or an
automation script. Data risk control makes decisions based on CAPTCHA rather than the request  rate or
the source IP address. The function mit igates low-frequency attacks very effect ively.

Not ice Not ice Data risk control checks whether requests contain authentication parameters required
by all normal requests to identify malicious requests. The function is not suitable for environments
where JavaScript  is not supported, such as APIs and native apps. To prevent false posit ives, we
recommend that you test  data risk control in the test  environment before you enable it .
Alternatively, you can use the observation mode and contact  engineers before you enable the
prevention mode.

For more information, see Configure data risk control.

Malicious scansMalicious scans
A large number of malicious scans pose a serious threat to the performance of your servers. Apart  from
rate limit ing, you can also use the Scan Prot ect ionScan Prot ect ion function to enhance security. Scan protect ion
supports the following sett ings:

Blocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acksBlocking IPs Init iat ing High-f requency Web At t acks: automatically blocks client  IP addresses
that init iate high-frequency web attacks.

Direct ory T raversal Prevent ionDirect ory T raversal Prevent ion: automatically blocks client  IP addresses that init iate mult iple
directory traversal attacks in a short  period of t ime.

Scanning T ool BlockingScanning T ool Blocking: automatically blocks access requests from IP addresses defined in the
common scan tools or the Alibaba Cloud malicious IP library.

Collaborat ive Def enseCollaborat ive Def ense: automatically blocks access requests from IP addresses defined in the
Alibaba Cloud malicious IP library.

For more information, see Configure scan protection.

App attacksApp attacks
In addit ion to the preceding measures, you can also use SDK to enhance protect ion.

After you integrate the SDK with your app, all incoming requests are verified before they are sent to
your server. The device information and request  signature are combined to determine whether the
requests are from legit imate apps. Requests that do not originate from official apps are automatically
blocked. This ensures that only valid requests are served. You do not need to analyze the patterns of
invalid requests.
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To use the SDK, you must enable App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion. For more information, see Configure application
protection.

Malicious crawlersMalicious crawlers
For informational websites that offer services such as credit  reports, apartment rentals, airline t ickets,
and e-book reading, malicious crawlers can significantly increase the bandwidth usage and server
workload, and even cause data leaks. If  the preceding measures cannot prevent against  malicious
crawlers, we recommend that you enable and use the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  feature for more effect ive
protect ion. For more information, see Configure a whitelist  for Bot Management.

Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides an account security feature that helps you identify account
risks. This topic describes how to protect  interfaces in different scenarios. You can follow the
instruct ions in this topic to better protect  interfaces on which user authentication is performed.

ContextContext
WAF supports the account security feature that detects account risks. This feature monitors interfaces
related to user authentication, such as registrat ion and logon interfaces, and detects risks on these
interfaces. These risks include credential stuffing, brute-force attacks, spam registrat ion, weak
password sniffing, and SMS interface abuse. After interfaces are added to WAF, you can view detect ion
results in WAF security reports. For more information, see Configure account security.

Use verification services to protect common and HTML5 web pagesUse verification services to protect common and HTML5 web pages
Verificat ion services are the easiest  and most effect ive approaches to protect  interfaces. The
integration of verificat ion services into your business typically requires minor code changes. It  may take
one or two business days to modify the code.

Common verificat ion methods can block direct  calls launched from simple tools or scripts. However, due
to the adaptation of attack methods and tools, the common verificat ion methods can be easily
bypassed. We recommend that you use professional verificat ion services to better protect  interfaces
against  attacks.

Use SDK signatures to protect native appsUse SDK signatures to protect native apps
Verificat ion services may be unsuitable for native apps. Alibaba Cloud provides an SDK solut ion for
native apps. The solut ion collects the information about the hardware and environment of a mobile
device, calculates signatures, and verifies signatures of requests. This ensures that only requests from
verified apps are directed to the origin server. Requests sent from scripts, automated programs,
simulators, and other unverified sources are blocked.

Not e Not e To use the SDK solut ion, you must enable App Prot ect ionApp Prot ect ion in the WAF console. For
more information, see App protect ion overview.

Configure frequency control to block attack sourcesConfigure frequency control to block attack sources

9.4. Account security best practices9.4. Account security best practices
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Frequency control helps you identify requests that contain a common field among a large number of
requests. You can specify the maximum occurrences of the common field. The source of the requests is
blocked when the maximum occurrences are exceeded. Tradit ional protect ion methods typically block
malicious IP addresses. Malicious requests sent from proxies or rotat ing IP addresses may contain the
same token, for example, the same UID, in their cookies. In this case, you can configure the maximum
occurrences based on the cookies to block malicious accounts.

WAF provides Rat e Limit ingRat e Limit ing for this purpose. You can configure rate limit ing on the Cust omCust om
Prot ect ion PolicyProt ect ion Policy page, as shown in the following figure. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Not e Not e All WAF edit ions allow you to use IP addresses and sessions as stat ist ical objects. WAF
Enterprise allows you to use more objects, such as custom cookies, custom headers, and custom
parameters.

Analyze suspicious requestsAnalyze suspicious requests
Malicious requests have certain common characterist ics. The following examples describe common
characterist ics among malicious requests.

Incomplete HTTP headers. Malicious requests may exclude certain fields, such as Referer, Cookie, or
Content-Type.

Abnormal User-Agent values. User-Agent headers used in requests that target Java or Python-based
websites are found in requests sent to common websites. User-Agent headers used in requests
init iated from desktop browsers are found in requests sent to WeChat mini programs. In these cases,
requests that contain abnormal User-Agent headers may be malicious.

Missing cookies. Typically, mult iple cookies are used in an application. Common cookies include
SessionID, userid, deviceid, and lastvisit . However, crawlers may include only one or two cookies that
are required for retrieving information and exclude other cookies that identify users.
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Abnormal parameters. Similar to missing cookies, some parameters are not required for crawlers to
retrieve information. Crawlers may exclude or repeatedly submitted these parameters in requests.

Suspicious fields. Suspicious fields may be contained in email addresses, phone numbers, and account
information.

We recommend that you use the Log Service of WAF feature to query logs. This feature allows you to
analyze request  characterist ics, such as top IP addresses and the proport ion of requests with certain
characterist ics to total requests.

Not e Not e To use the Log Service of WAF feature, you must enable Log ServiceLog Service from the WAF
console. For more information, see Enable Log Service for WAF.

Enable credential stuffing and bot threat intelligenceEnable credential stuffing and bot threat intelligence
WAF provides a Bot  ManagementBot  Management  feature. This feature uses algorithms and identifies malicious IP
addresses from credential stuffing attacks detected by Alibaba Cloud. A credential stuffing IP address
blacklist  is created and updated dynamically. You can use the Bot  T hreat  Int elligenceBot  T hreat  Int elligence function from
the Bot Management tab to set  the credential stuffing IP address blacklist  to the Monitor, Block, or
Captcha mode. For more information, see Set a bot threat intelligence rule.

Not e Not e You must enable the Bot  ManagementBot  Management  feature before you can use the Bot  T hreatBot  T hreat
Int elligenceInt elligence function.

If  you find that RegEx Protect ion Engine of WAF blocks normal requests to your website, you can
customize protect ion rule groups to avoid this issue.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A WAF instance is purchased. The instance must meet the following requirements:

The instance uses the subscript ion billing method.

9.5. Best practices for using custom9.5. Best practices for using custom
rule groups to provide enhancedrule groups to provide enhanced
protectionprotection
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If  the instance is deployed in mainland Chinain mainland China, the instance must be of the BusinessBusiness edit ion or
higher.

If  the instance is deployed out side mainland Chinaout side mainland China, the instance must be of the Ent erpriseEnt erprise
edit ion or higher.

For more information, see Purchase a WAF instance.

ContextContext
To address this issue, you must identify the protect ion rule that causes the issue, create a custom rule
group for the affected domain name, and then remove the protect ion rule from the custom rule group.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. Identify the ID of the protect ion rule that causes false posit ives.

i. On the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab, click Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion, select  the target domain name,
and select  Regular Prot ect ionRegular Prot ect ion in the lower part  of the page to view attack records.

ii. In the attack record list , f ind the false posit ive record and record the rule ID. You can search for
the record by using the attack IP address.

5. 

6. Create a custom rule group and remove the protect ion rule from the rule group.
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i. In the rule group list  on the Web Applicat ion Prot ect ionWeb Applicat ion Prot ect ion tab, f ind the rule group that
applies to the affected domain name.

Not e Not e To find the rule group, search for the affected domain name in the Websit eWebsit e
column.

ii. Click CopyCopy in the Act ion column. Assume that the Medium rule groupMedium rule group causes the issue.

iii. On the Copy Rule GroupCopy Rule Group page, modify Rule Group NameRule Group Name, turn on Aut omat ic Updat eAut omat ic Updat e, and
click SaveSave. You can change the rule group name to medium rule group-remove false posit ive
rule.

After you copy the rule group, you can view it  in the rule group list .

iv. Find the rule group that you copy and click EditEdit  in the Act ion column.
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v. On the Edit  Rule GroupEdit  Rule Group page, search for the rule that causes false posit ives by using the rulerule
IDID, select  the rule, and then click Remove Select ed RulesRemove Select ed Rules.

Not e Not e Before you remove a protect ion rule from a custom rule group, make sure that
you select  the exact  rule that blocks normal requests.

vi. Click SaveSave.

7. Apply the custom rule group to your website.

i. Find the rule group that you copy and click Apply t o Websit eApply t o Websit e in the Act ion column.

ii. On the Apply t o Websit eApply t o Websit e page, add the affected domain name to the Websit es Added t oWebsit es Added t o
WAFWAF sect ion and click SaveSave.

After you apply the custom rule group, you can go to the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page and view the
RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine sett ings. The Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group changes to the custom rule
group that you apply. For more information, see Configure the protect ion rules engine feature.
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When the website receives the same access requests again, WAF does not block the requests.

Not e Not e If  the requests are st ill blocked, make sure you identify the correct  ID of the
protect ion rule that causes false posit ives and remove this rule from the custom rule group.
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